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Student pocket,,ooks ·~·soon . to' feel pinch
and maintenance costs, telephon~s
and college insurance.
The insurance carried by the
college does not cover individual

by Pete DeLaunay
Central students will not face
an academic or social ·crunch next
year, but pocketbooks will feel
the pinch.
Stan Bohne, vice-president in
charge of Business Affairs, says
that the cutback in the proposed
budget will affect students very
little academically.
Central' s physical growth is
out, Bohne said, ''the enrollment
has been limited to 7400 students
and no more than that by Fall
Quarter 1972.
''A drop in enrollment is a constant concern due to the increase
in fees and housing," he said,
"but to offset this, President
Brooks and many others have
allowed for more aid to students
by increasing the amount of work
available, especially in the work
study programs-which is currently available through the Fin.a~cial Aids Office."
Bohne said that the cost of
living "on-campus" has risen out
of varying factors including hikes
in civil service salaries, repairs

Stan Bohne
items; it covers only "college
business items and college prope-rty, nothing else," he said.

Study program on small towns
hope to receive nation funding
Central students involved in a
small town study program are
hopeful of receiving a National
Science Foundation grant to expand their work in Upper Kittitas
County.
However if the federal funding
'is not obtained-a decision is
expected this week-the group
intends to go ahead with its project in the upper county as best
it is able.
An interdisciplinary seminar ori
environthe small town and
ments was set up on campus
last fall to draw students from
various departments into a coordinated and comprehensive
study of smaller community environmcnts.
The seminar, for which some
academic credits were granted to
students, was designed to assist
the Kittitas County Port Author· :•\and its special Upper County
· .,
nomic Survey Committee. ·
-"'" Students and faculty advisors
have been gathering information
on the upper Kittitas County
communities of Cle Elum, South
Cle Elum, Roslyn, Ronald, Easton
and Liberty for a special data
bank.
The work includes tbe coordination of data on biological
science geography, social, economic, political, historical and
recreational matters. Approval of
the National Science Foundation
grant would guarantee not only a
continuance . of the project but
\';:' : ' '
an expansion. ·. •

Most . of the coordination be- .
tween Central and the Higher
Education Committee is handled
by Dr. Frank Price, executive
assistant to President Brooks.
As legislative representative
from Central, Ptjc_e says that this
year more than ever before there
is less autonomy among the state
·
colleges.
"In previous years," Price said,
"each · university and college
would send a representative to
Olympia to sell their individual
programs to legislators; but this
year the legislature will treat all ·
of the colleges in the same
manner."
By utilizing this prescribed
method, colleges and universi- ·
ties would no longer overlap in
programs.
A Council on Higher Education
sprouted from the 1969 session
to help in the coordination of all
the state institutions. Price said
that the legislature could not
decide on a chairman for the
committee until mid-July.
The study, to be submitted to
legislators on higher education
by the committee, will not be
finished for some time.
Price said the Higher Education
Committee is working on various
proposals now, but no blanket
proposal can be made for the institutions as yet. "This prompts
the different measures that are
being -presented to legislators
now.

"The Council on Higher Education is not a decision-makinf!
body•" Price said. "They recommend moves to the legislature,
the organization that really carries the load."
The college has taken some
precautions concerning the budget cutbacks. College employment
has been frozen, when faculty
members retire or take leave of
absence no more will be hired to
take their place. It is also possible that some programs will be
eliminated.
When asked about specific programs t< be cut, Price indicated
that the fringe programs would
go first. He pointed out the
visiting professor program and

the Spring Symposium could get
the financial axe.
"Generally," Prjce said, "we
can say that the administration
will try very hard to 'keep the
basic programs-the Chemistry
Department will remain. Departments may see a decrease in
staff which will mean a rise in
class load."
Price also said that the number of graduate assistants could
be cut; "we will almost certainly
cut the number of out-of-state
students due to the tuition increase. Room and board will also
cause a lower enrollment to offset the cutting of many graduate
assistant positions.''

Pavilion addition planned,
awaiting legislative action

The Central seminar's goals are
not only to provide college students with a background of the
small town and its environs and
to collect information, _ ·but to
make the data gathered available
to the public.
Students involved in the class
project so far have been enthusiastic in their work and
An estimated $475,000 will be
eager to be concerned about
cut from Central's instrtlctional
problems of the non-academic,
budget during the next two years
"real" world.
according to information received
Community leaders in the
by Dr. James Brooks, Central
upper county area have been
president.
pleased, too, with the student
·The State Legislature's House
participation.
Appropriations Comm_ittee has
Mike Boushey, student coordirecommended that a 2112 per cent
nator of the seminar, said that
across-the-board reduction iQ the
he and others involved feel that
faculty staffing formula be effectCWSC's location in the center of
ed. This ·would mean that Centhe state gives the college an
tral's faculty would be reduced
ideal location for an expansion
by 12 to 14 members each year.
of such student-community work ·
The faculty reductions will
throughout Central Washington.
account for $300;000 of the cuts
In hopes of attracting more
made in the instructional budget.
students to the program, a series
expenditures for supportive serof meetings have been scheduled
vices including secretaries, eq\lii>for early March in Room 224A . ment and supplies will have to .
of Shaw-Smyser Hall. Those in- be reduced by $175,000.
terested-particularly sophomores
Noting that the Committee's
and juniors-are invited to attend
recommendation goes beyond
the meetings.
what has already been proposed
Sessions will be held during the
by Governor Evans, Dr. Brooks
week of March 8-12 at 6 p.m.
said that "this constitutes further
Monday; 3 p.m. Tuesday; 8 p.m. ·:·. deterioration of higher _ed\J,cation
Wednesday; 9 ~.m. Thursday;. and · staffing."
.
·
.
..
2 p.m. Friday. Dr. Brooks said that",.the cuts
Further information may be -· will force the colleges'' and uni- '~
obtained by telephoning Boushey, ··; versities . to offer many · large
963-3562; Charlotte Alstrom, 963- . classes and eliminate ·educational
~; 2434: ;or:Jean ·CampJ:>ell~ !962•2676H I.! i ! m~~~iqe$i \q ,'$~~<1AA~~ i ! l j l l ! ! t ~ l i I~ i !

tBlfilll

_Central 's budg~t . ·
cut next year

its

1

Top photo is the architect's conception of the proposed addition to
Nicholson Pavilion. The Student Village in the drawing is in the upper
left corner. The center structure is the new gymnasium field house
complex. Nicholson Pavilion is to the ieft of "the gymnastum-fi eld
house. Hogue Technical Building is in the lower right with the Fine
Arts complex in the lower left. The new addition is planned to be
under construction within the next four years pending the allocation
of funds by the state legislature.

Bou.,m photo is a side view looking north toward the front of the
· addition. The large building on the right in the top scene is the three
storied gymnasium-field house designed by the architect. The lower
scene shows the structual support of the gymnasium-field house as
proposed. To t'1e left of the gymnasium-field house are proposed
classrooms and offices with a portion of Nicholson Pavilion show! log fai1bet :&0 the leftJ: ! 1l ~ ! : : : l l i ! ! l I! f ! '. '.' (See' related story on page 11)
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Brooks discusses education bu-dget
President James Brooks said
that the state legislature is ''less
likely to pass repressive legislation'' than many educators had
feared at the start of the school
year.
Brooks made his remark on
last Thursday's broadcast of "College Conversation." A panel of
questioners included Bob Lutgen, Crier editor and Cynthia
Barnett, a KCWS staffer, Dr.
Edward Harrington, vice president for Academic Affairs and
Stan Bohne, vice president for
Business Affairs.
At the present, it appears that
the 'student conduct legislation
that had been proposed at the
start of the session has not gained the support needed. for passage.
Brooks pointed out that most
of the expected increase of the
higher education budget will
come from hikes in student fees.
Brooks added that because of.
the tight financial condition of
the state, there is no provision
for faculty salary increases nor
projected building programs.
In response to a question concerning increased communication
on the Central campus, Harrington said that he hopes the establishment of a College Council
decision-making body would be
a "first step."
Harrington said that the council would be a "tri-partite" group,
composed of representatives from
the student body, the faculty
and the administration.
To promote greater understanding of the decision-making process, Harrington said that all
decisions of the body would be
made in open hearings.
_
In reponse to a question concerning IPAC and PAC, Brooks

said that "as far as I'm concerned,
they are doing a good job."
Last Summer some controversy

·

· the students were · unanimous ·.in
stating that the proposed ·1arge
increase in costs would prevent
out-of-state students from coming
to Central, said Brooks. ·
·
Other students that were polled
:·'' •said that they would bear the in:::~: crease costs - if .they were near ;
•~ graduation · but· otherwise · . they
~ \VOUld withdraw.
, ·
Lutgen, in · response to -some
criticisms of the Crier, asked how
· • the campus newspaper could . be ·
. ~.~ improved in' its coverage of campus events.
~'.~·· Brooks tesponded by· · saying
~· ; that · improvement · ·of ' the Crier
could . come through increased
. coverage of all sides of .controversial issues on the campus.

Senate authorizes
day care studies,
looks to mammals

union, but it will give us more
strength to be heard.
Last weekend representatives
Dr. Harsha stated that eac_
from Washington's four state
school's faculty senate will work
colleges and two universities met
in conjunction with the council.
in Seattle and voted to form the
"The possibilities of the CFR
Council of Faculty Representatives. are endless. It will help us to
coordinate the activities of each
The council will be composed
institution," he remarked. "It will
of three faculty members from
also help us to keep abreast of
each of the six schools.
ideas being tried in other
According to Dr. Ken Harsha,
schools."
chairman of the faculty senate,
Dr. Harsha added that the
the CFR will "be a unified voice
council has come out in favor of
for the faculty of the state."
IPAC's tuition proposal.
"Higher institutional . faculties
"I fell certain that the tuition
bill will be changed to a lower
do not have a unified voice,"
amount," Harsha stated.
Harsha commented, "like sec"With the formation of the
i:mdary schools which have
Council of Faculty RepresentaW.E.A. (Washington Educators
Association) and junior colleges . lives and with the ASC tlnd the
administration, the school will
. with A.H.E.
(Association of
· Higher Education)."
have more influence in state
legislation.'·
This board will not be like a

had arisen over the function of
the proposed group, said Brooks.
The organization was under scrutiny because the administration
was concerned that money from
students would be used to lobby
Studies concerning day · care
in Olympia, which is illegal under
centers
at state colleges and unistate law, according to Brooks.
versities were authorized by
Brooks said that from all repassage of Senate Concurrent
ports he had received the IPAC
Resolution 10.
organization was "maintaining a
The resolution was passed by
low profile and working very
the Senate and is currently being
hard."
considered by the House of
Because of the strict money
Representative's Committee on
status of the -colleges, Central
Education
according to Frank
will have a slow rate of growth
Morris, director of IPAC.
·
in the future.
.
Morris
said
that
the
studies
Brooks stated that the college
has the smallest ability to control -wm be undertaken by committees at all community colleges,
its future now than at any time
in the past because of the lack . colleges and universities, and will
. of funds. ·
;,: be presented to the Legislature's
Concerning the effect of the ; Joint Committee oil Higher Education prior to the 1972 special .
tuition and fees hike on out-of·
session.
state students, Brooks said that
The purpose of the resolution
a poll of these students had been
is
to determine whether or not
taken to gauge their feelings.
day care centers can be estabWhile the return was not good,
lished on campuses in a uniformed manner, he said.
.
The studies are expected to
&
•
evaluate the actual need of such
STEREO RECORDS & TAPES
facilities, availability of facilities
and funding of day care centers.
SPEEDY SEIVICE • SEND FOi YOUI FIEE LISI
Morris said that the resolution
passed the state senate "easily,"
THE STUDENT STOii
P.O. IOX 6•
and predicted a rougher time for
llDONDO HACH, CAllfOINIA
90277
the resolution in the House.
House Bill 123 concerning Marine Mammal Management was
NAME---------------------------------------passed by the House on Saturday
. and is now under consideration
ADDHSS
by the Senate. The Bill gives the
Senate Game Commission the
authority _to adopt and enforce
regulations on the capture of
mammals, Morris reported.

HUGE

WILD DISCOUNTS

Council· of Faculty Representatives
formed to present unified voice
by Doug <;arver

f Ina ls t.o begin March 15
Exams will be scheduled according to the period classes met during
the quarter. Tests for each per,iod ·will be given according to the hours
listed in the right hand column.
Exams for periods 11, 12, 13, and 14 are to be held during the first
regularly scheduled class time of finals week.
DATE AND PERIOD CLASS MET
DAY OF WEEK
WINTER WINTER SPRING SPRING
CLASS MET
March 15

7th
7th
7th
8th
8th
8th

June 7

9th
9th
9th
10th
10th
10th

Daily
MWF
TTh
Daily
MWF
TTh

8 - 10
8 - 10
10 - 12
12 - 2
12 - 2
2-4

· March 16

9th
9th
9th
10th
10th
10th

June 8

Isl
1st
1st
2nd
2nd
2nd

Daily
MWF
TTh
Daily
MWF
TTh

8 - 10
8 - 10
10·- 12

1st
1st
1st
2nd
2nd
2nd

June 9

3rd
3rd
3rd
4th
4th
4th

Daily
MWF
TTh
Daily
MWF
TTh

8 - 10
8 - 10

3rd
3rd
3rd
4th
4th
4th

June 10

5th
5th
5th
6th
6th
6th

Daily
·MWF
TTh
Daily
MWF
TTh

8 - 10
8 - 10
10 - 12
12 - 2
12 - 2

5th
5th
5th
6th
6th
6th

June 11

7th
7th
7th
8th
8th
8th

Daily
MWF
TTh
Daily
MWF
TTh

8 - 10
8 - 10

'

March 17

March 18

ZIP-------

March 19

One of the cou,ntry's largest
manufacturers of diamond
rings has a representative
~ight here on campus. -

EXTRAORDINARY
ENGAGEMENT
RINGS
ARE NOW
AVAILABLE
ON CAMPUS.
FOR A ·COMPLETE
SAMPLE. SHOWING. ~~the
:; ·.: :. cALL
Evenings after 6:00 p.m.

And because he's offering

diamond rings directly to
you .•. instead of going
through a jewelry store ...
he can save you up to 50%.

But that's only half the story.
You have to see the extroor-

dinary, handcrafted styles ·
rings to really appreciate the rest. .

Jim Van Hoose.

• , , 1 •

"

, ,, , , 1 ,

oe'o
•4 577

925
_

• •

,

,

A'."eri~an

I

M
. ember:.
Camp. us
, Sales Assoc1ate1 1 • ,. ·'•

EXAM
HOUR

12 - 2
12 - 2
2-4

10 - 12
12 - 2
12 - 2
2-4

2-4

10 - 12

12 - 2
12 - 2
2-4

SPECIAL!! BROOKLYN BRIDGE - sl.49
Price includes FREE your choice of
1. An ordinary turkey or
2 A quart of pickled otter haunches
(We don't really have any "deals" like this only the finest stereo components.)

MARCH ECONOMY SPECIAL
Sansul 200 AM/FM receiver
Wood cabinet
Garrard -40 8, base, cover
Pickering elliptical
2 - E\' llA speakers

$1-49.95

17.SO

80.-45

78.00

$325.90
March Only Price $259. 95

STEREO CRAFT
306 H. Pearl
962-2830
· Hew Hour's: 11 - 7 Weekdays
10: 30 - 5: 30 Saturday
Other Hours by Appointment

I
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Program aids Central ·

ASC downs
IPAC funds

The CWSC Foundation is a nonscholarships that began last fall
profit corporation, formally incorand will add two additional
'porated in 1968, founded solely
awards for full tuition and fees
During a meeting of the ASC
for Spring Quarter. At least three
to handle private financial supon February 22, legislators voted
full scholarships should be availport for Central.
against funding of ·the Intercolable for next year.
incorporators-Dr.
James
The
legiate Political Affairs CommitReaders who are interested in
Brooks,
Dr.
Archie
Wilson,
Hertee (IPAC).
making gifts should contact
bert Frank, Joseph Panattoni
During the discussion on the · and Roy Wable-established the
Frederic Wolfer, secretarymotion, Ron Sims, at that time Joundation at Central to encourtreasurer and executive director
ASC president, made 20 state- age, promote and support educaof the foundatio·n in Edison 102.
ments concerning IPAC and why tional programs and scholarly
he thought IPAC should not b.e
pursuits. In doing so, Central
funded. ,
followed the lead of a number of
Rebuttal to those 20 statements
other state supported colleges
was made in the form of a preand universities that have set up
sentation at the' ASC meeting
"captive" foundations to handle
last Monday. The presentation
the many categories of private
was given by Frank Morris,
support.
IPAC information coordinator.
Durinj:! the last fiscal year, the
In answer to a question refoundation has dispersed
garding the purpose of IPAC,
$21,265.80 iil funds. $20,915.80
Morris said, ''We are not trying
was for scholarships. Hebeler
to represent anyone. We are tryElementary Library received $300.
ing to get students to come to
The remainder was for honoriums.
Olympia nad lobby."
More recently the foundation
Also present to answer legis- has announced the creation of a
lators' questions was Wendy new Home Economics Vocational
Education award and the grantHolden, IPAC chairman.
ing of additional funds to the
Immediately after Morris' preAmanda . Hebeler Library. The
sentation, Mark Henning, PAC
chairman, moved to reconsider home ec. award will amount to
$125 a year. The exact amount
the decision . to not fund- IPAC.
His motion was "tabled indefi- .of the Hebeler grant, while substantial, has not yet been deternitely." ·
Service Without
Henning then made a motion to mined.
A Service
The
foundation
was
also
instruform an investigative committee
Charge
to go to Olympia and compile a mental in creating an underprivileged
student
scholarship
Airline
& Railroad
report on ·the activities and
effectiveness of IPAC. T_his fund. This fund has provided two
motion was passed.
Among new business, legislaEcumenical Film Series
. tors recognized the resignation
of old officers and installed new
officers. They were also present
Explores far-reaching economic and social consequences
for the choosing of a newlyof the increasingly automated and computer-oriented
formed Finance Committ~e.
society in the United States as viewed by British teleThe idea of a finance commitvision.
Traces America's growth from an agricultural
tee was submitted last week by
base to a manufacturing society and focuses on autoTom Moe, at that time ASC
mation. Shows immense problems of retraining and sug·
business manager.
gests that leisure will become new business. (NET 1965)
According to Moe, the purpose
of the Finance Committee will
be to review and investigate expenditures made by ASC.
1

W.S.U.'s Dr.
presentation.

Reymondo Marin emphasized a

point during

his Monday·
Photo by Rie-be;

Changes for Chicanos
"Changes must come in . the educational process if Chicanos are
to succeed," stated Dr. Reymundo Marin, director of Chicano studies
at Washington State University.
Dr. Marin spoke of the psychic violence Chicano students go
through on entering public schools in the United states. He spoke
to students and faculty members ·at Central, Monday.
"Chicanos are confused by being forced to live in two cultures,"
he said. Chicanos live in a different culture at home and when they
leave ·· their homes they must adjust to the· white Anglo-Saxon
culture, he added.
·
The first seven years are very ,important psychologically to everyone, he said. When Chicanos enter school at age five or six they be- come totally confused because what they are being taught in school
is different from what they experience at home, Dr. Marin said.
Schools generally give Chicanos a sense of inferiority, confusion
and a .loss of self worth, he said.
Because of the feelings generated by schools, Chicanos develop
into three types of people, he added. They will either adjust to the
Anglo-Saxon culture,_withdraw from society or rebel against society.
Fear of ridicule, teachers' attitudes towards Chicanos and performance in schools geared for white middle class children have the
potential to make schools "a horrible place for Chicanos."

Bellringer back to work
The six-year-old
bell system is back
order after the theft
its parts and wire
vandals.

chime and
in working
of some of
cutting . by

SUB building engineer, Clinton
Noyes, said that the system
plays for 30 seconds on the hour
and 10 seconds on the half hour.
"The chimes and bells function
six days a week from 7 a .m. to
10 p.m.," said Noyes.
"It may be operated either

manually or automatically," he
said.
The sys~em may also be used
for a public address system, making use of a recorder or turntable·
or a microphone, he said.
Central Purchasing Agent, Donald Jongeward said that · the
chime and bell system was purchased in November of 1964.
"Its total cost," he said,
"amounted to $5,473.52 all of
which was paid from a Student
Government Association fund."

I

"America, Edge of Abundance"

Tuesday, March 9 at 8 p.m. - SUB 208

PIZZA HUT: may look the same outside but inside - new carpets and curtains to make
your dining even more pleasurable.

VERN'S ECONOMY STATION

•

A?:t!?N· BRAND GASOLINE

~,.,

We are going completely
SELF-SERVICE I
Watch for _o u·r n·e w
·•·

SELF-SERV PUMPS

·r:::~

Call 15 min. ahead for Pizza qs· you sit.

COMING SOON!
Open 'til Midnight 7 days a Week
All Credit Cards Accepted
· West Cascade Way

:;:::;

~ ·(. ~~.'.

and our

NEW LOWER PRICES

--·-:·'.·'

PIZZA HUT
8th & Main

925-5001
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Senseless·bombings

HOME COURT TALLY:

There are many things wrong with the United States
today, and there will be many things wrong with our
country tomorrow. ·
However, we fail to \see the reasoning behind those
who seek to change the policy of the federal government through bombings-which is tantamount to a
threat to government ·officials. There is a more effective way to change policy.
.
Those · that propose to bomb buildings-including the
capitol-should stop _a nd listen to some reasoning and
just think about it.
What do people do when: they feel threatened? One,
they will either accommodate and submit to those that
are threatening them. Or, and more likely, they will
strike back at those that threaten them.
The federal government obviously has .m uch more
power that a band . of senseless people running around
with dynamite and blasting caps. It would be easy for
the government to ·stamp out people that feel the need
to boinb.
For instance, they could enlarge the no-knock law.
They could authorize the FBI, CIA and Army Intelligence to step-up their activities and search _out .a ny and
an potential bombers.
,
They (the President) could declare martial law.
The only way that we can avoid repressive measures
such as the ones above, is to work within the system
for changes. Although the · system can be painfully
slow at times, repressive measures are continuously
·
·
·
painfully.
What can a Central student do to change the policy
of our · government-especially concerning the Indochina war which · caused Monday's bombing of the
capitol?
Write a letter to. your senator or congressman. Your
.voice will be heard by a politician b~cause he depends
on you for his job. If you ·are persistent you will receive a _ reply and may have a hand· in changing the
congressman's position.
·
The most effective way to change a politician's mind
is to work . for his election and contribute to his campaign. When elected, if you disagree with his positions,
just tell him you will withdraw your support next time
around.
Many congressmen and senators are elected with .
Congratulations Wildcatsonly the support of a few people, and they cannot not only did you win big,
afford to lose many of their" financial supporters.
but you pulled all of us at
There are many things wrong with the country, but Central together.
bombing is not the .a nswer. Do your part to stop it.
Bob Lutgen

'Good Luck'
at KC tourney

Our readers write
One Symbol at CWSC
A symbol removed-the ROTC
building gone and now only a
manicured vacancy remains.
The same degree of manicuring
is seen in out military cemeteries;
that same degree of vacancy is
seen in an empty sleeve of a
coat or an empty leg of a trouser,
a child without a father, a wife
without a husband and a family
without a son.
For those who did retu.rn-how
much vacancy is there in mind
and limb? How much vacancy
· in time? We speak of humanism
-are we practicing it?
Vida Aust

To the editor:
I am asking for your school
support in an issue which cm.cerns you and your . generation
· now. For the last two sessions
in the state legislature, the Governor's Commission for Youth
Involvement h~s been working
on Vote 18.
Final passage . of the bill will
come up on the Senate floor within the next few days.· ·
The key to young people playing an active role in our political
system is to becorne,- aware and _
involved. The Governor's Com-

m1ss10n for Youth Involvement
'has been working for the last
two legislative sessions to lower
the voting age. These young
people have asked me, as Commission chairman, to ask for your
help.
The Supreme Court ruling has
given 18-year-olds the right to
vote in Federal elections for
president, vice president, U.S.
senator and U.S. representative.
The Washington Stat-e legislature is now in the. process of
considering
a
constitutional
amendment to extend the franchise to 18-year-olds to vote in

state and local elections.
We are asking that you, as a
citizen, to support HJR 30 and
SJR 21 for Vote 18. This is your
chance to change and improve
the political process.
We would appreciate you writing to your senator to express
your support for the 18-year-old
vote., _in care of the Senate
Office Building, Olympia, Washington 98501. Let him know
where you stand on this issue;
he represents you.
Very truly yours, ·
A. Ludlow Kramer

--
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North Hall ·remains
Within the last few weeks, a controversy has
been growing and was finally confronted a week
or so ago.
The problems arose when housing decided · to
move all of the ·residents of North Hall into other
dormitories on campus and leave the hall vacant.
Apparently, the Housing office decided to
make some money off the dorm by charging the
invaders something like $10 a head to spend the
night in North Hall-for that price they would
have to advertise . that George Washington had
slept there, but not with Martha due to the
visitation policy.
Consider now, the plight of men living in
North Hall. First, they were informed of their
eviction. Second, a group of five or six decided
to protest action taken by Housing. Third, regardless of their growing concern, housing would
not budge.
Finally, someone had the insight to take the
entire proceeding to RHC, formerly the Residence Hall Senate and Social Activities Council, where it should hav~ gone in the first place.
' No, the "uptight" dormies didn't change the
minds of Housing, the villan in this case; instead
it ·w as simply a vote taken by RHC.
After having made the decision, the group
turned to · Wendell Hill, director of Housing,
who quietly said, ''If that is the way this group
feels, then the change will not be made."
This action taken by Hill could easily enough
go .by with little consideration. But ·he looked
at student opinion, saw that it was against the
transformation and because it was made by a
group of responsible students who had gone
through the proper cha:nels, believed their
opinion valid.
North will continue through Spring Quarter
and RHC can take the credit.
As for Hill, we - commend him. It takes a lot
to reverse a decision once made to students and
then live with it.
He is an administrator who is aware of student
feeling and believes in hearing out stude.n t
complaints. He is not the type to adhere to the,
oft times, noisy complaints made by a group of
uncooperative radicals.
We salute RHC and .Hill.
Pete DeLaunay
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House bill would give more rights to women
by Laurel Smith
IPAC press corps
To be a married woman in
Washington is to not have control
over your own wages.
To be a married woman in
Washington is to not have the
right to sue for personal injury,
if your husband disagrees~
. To be a married woman in
Washington is to be without legal
recourse if your husband mortgages the furniture or car without
your knowledge.
House Bill 551, sponsored by
Representative Marjorie Lynch of
Yakima, wo~ld change this.
Presently no control
Washington, . with seven other
states, has communal property
laws. One aspect of this is that
the husband manages the. wife's
wages; even if she is the prin~ipal
wage earner.
A faCt sheet has been printeQ
by Legislative Action for Women.
It reports that, · ''The Courts
have ruled that a tiusbanci cannot deliberately dispose of community property to the detriment

of the wife. As long as his intentions are honorable . . . and as
long as his wife has "necessities"
(food, clothing, shelter), the husband can generally spend the
money as he likes. If a woman
feels her husband is mismanaging their income, the burden of
proof is on her. She must prove
it to be deliberate and malicious,
or that she is being deprived of
the necessities of life."

The state is paying out so much
.unemployment, the legislature
· can't afford to pay everyone. So
they cut back on aid to state
colleges and raise the tuition . .
Next · comes the . room and
board. Due to inflation and the
fact that the Basettis (Basetti
Complex-designed· by architect
Frank Basetti-Meisner, Davies,
Quigley, Beck and Sparks Halls
and the library) are on · public
bond·, the school raises the room
and board price.
Now Housing is charging excessively for room damages. For
example, a thumb tack or staple
hole in the wall is worth 25¢.
each!
A crack three inches long on
the , edge of the door is worth
$10.00 (A crack in such a
place can only be caused by

There are several other bills in
the hopper on women's rights.
One such bill is H.B. 594, which
would prohibit discrimination on
the ·basis of sex. Though this sex
category is in Federal statutes, it
has yet to be put on the books in
Washington State.

The State Government CommitMay be unconstitutional
tee in the House of RepresentaSome representatives have
tives held a hearing on the bill
voiced the opinion that this bill,
Feb. 26. No speakers were opas written, may be unconstituposed to the bill.
tional. They claim it gives women
One speaker, Marilyn Smith, \
more rights than men. That is,
who had independently lobbied
men under the law must support
for H.B. 551, presented statistics
their families or may be prose· used by Carolyn Bird in "Born
cuted.
No where does the law specify Female" and compijed by the
U.S. Department of Labor.
that wives must be similarly responsible for their families. An
She pointed out that .a Caliamendment to the bill could
fornia woman with four or more
alleviate this inequality.
·Background
This bill was initiated by Gov.
Dan Evans. It was suggested by
the Governor's Inter-Agency Advisory Committee on the Status

Our readers vvrite
To the editor:
Let's play a game. It's ·.called
"Rake the Students Over the
Coals."
We start by raising the tuition,
then raise the room and board
·,, price. To add jnsult to injury, we
·, ' charge .excessive room damage
fine.s. Why? ·

of Women, Composed of representatives of state departments
and agencies.

someone kicking the 'door frolp
the outside.)
The occupant of the room ~as
to pay for any damage done to
the outside of his door; as if
anyone has any control ov.er
someone who would come by and '
put a hole in it for you, f~ee of
charge, of course. And why ,aren't
the damages we ·pay for ever
fixed?
.
What's. worse, if the student
refui;;es to ·pay the damage
charges; the school won't give him
his credits for . · that quarter,
won't transfer his . grades and
records and won't let him register
for the next quarter. In other
words, the student's . college
career ends right there because
he doesn't think the school is
being fair.
What's the difference; many
students payiilg a little, or a few
students paying a lot? There
won't be nearly as many students
here next year, for the simple
reason that the cost will be too
high.
So now we have a very sad
situation. Many students' parents
have been laid off their jobs so
(Continue.ct·tk> page 9)

At the RANCH tonight
Blood ·Brother from Seattle
and featuring Fat Chance fromSeattle
(formerly the CHy Zoo)

Wednesday, March 10 and Friday, March 12
e SUNDAY • Free Pool, 2 p.m. • Midnight
• MON DAY • Peanut Night, 15 centers
16 gal. for $16.50 to go.

The BARDS will be·. back
when you come back Mon., March 29 • Wed., March 31 • Fri., April 2
DON'T FORGET THE SPAGHETTI FEED!

years of education beyond high
school can look forward to an
income of $4,151 annually, only
$300 more than a white male with
an eighth grade education. California men with four years or
more of college averaged $8,108.
Kate Millett in "Sexual Politics"
quotes "The 1965 Handbook on
Women Workers," by the U.S.
Department of Labor: "In every
major occupational group the
median wage or salary income
of women was less than that of
men. This is true at all levels of
educational a ttai~ment. ''
One representative asked a
woman testifying for the bill if
she had any proof that adding
the sex category to the discrimination laws would boost women's
incomes.
Another pointed out the fact
that there were women scientists

Maiden names
Representative Peggy Maxie of
Seattle has introduced a bill
which would allow a married
women to ''continue to use her
maiden name or her husband's
name, or she may use any combination agreed upon by both
parties of the marriage."
Divorce fees
Bills also are being introduced
whfch detail women's responsibilities. Senate Bill 237 would amend
the bill ~hich formerly assured
the "wife an efficient preparation of her case and a fair and
impartial trial thereof." The revised law would insure "the
parties an efficient preparation of
their case."

HAVE. YO.U BEEN SUPER MOTHERED YET?
THE .BE~FEAT~RS

WILL DO IT TO YOU.

8th & Anderson

ldeas·and people make our business.
We're in the retailing, food and persona_!
.services business. And YOUR IDEAS
can help us do a better job.
.,
Here's where YOU come in. We're
changing. And growing. And we're -looking for bright young people who can
help us make our changes work. YOU
are one of the new-idea people we're
looking for.
·
HERE'S OUR OFFER: You can start
out in management right now. You make
good money. You put your own ideas to
work and evaluate the results. You move
up fast. You work almost anywhere in
the world, with opportunity to travel.
You're a big part of our operation. And
you accomplish whatever your talents
lead you to work toward. That's it. ·
YOU have the opportunity. We have
openings. Let's get together and see if
our ideas are in the same bag.
Our representatives will be on campus
soon. See your placement director and
sign up for an interview NOW!

WE'LL BE INTERVIEWING:

March 17, 1971
If you can't make our scheduled interview date, don't sweat it. Write us direct
and find out if our ideas are in the same
bag. Write to:
COLLEGE RELATIONS MANAGER
DEPT.NP
ARMY 8t AIR FORCE EXCHANGE SERVICE

3911 WALTON WALKER BLVD.

% mile east of cam PU$ on old Vantage Hiway
,, '

who proved that women were not
being .discriminated against in
at least the scientific professions.

DALLAS. TEXAS 75222

Equal Opportunity Employer
~·
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Newsservice informs students
Community colleges as well as
four-year colleges throughout the
state presently are receiving the
benefits of a newsservice dedi- ·
cated solely to informing students
of governmental activities.
The IPAC Newsservice, as it
is presently known, is especially
concerned with issues affecting
college students.
IPAC Newsservice was designed and is presently headed by
Pete DeLauney, CWSC junior.
DeLauney, a political science
major, founded the newsservice
as a project for individual study.
He said the newsservice is ''a
kind of experiment on my part.''
Initiated at the beginning of
Winter Quarter, DeLauney feels

that the newsservice is already
showing its worth.
"The newservice is credible. I
have letters from colleges proving its credibility."
IPAC Newsservice is presently
operating by contribution only.
According to DeLauney the
function of the newsservice is
politically unbiased.
"I'm just running a newsservice.
I'm not concerned with politics."
DeLauney also emphasized his
non-affiliation with ASC, PAC or
IPAC.
As head of the newsservice,
DeLauney receives news from
two correspondents in Olympia
as well as IPAC sources. He then
edits and re-writes the material,

I
I
I

FREE CAR WASH!
Compliments of

Mac's Brush Off Car Wash

~I

2nd and Main-Ellensburg, Washington

~

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY

:J

Present Card Only

We . have more than
1,000,000 ne~ and
used parts to keep
•
your car running
like ne~.
THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL
NATIONAL HOT ROD ASSOCIATION

1971 DRAG RULES

.le

a a

T

$} 00

Auto Supply Co.
100 Ne Mtlln .

962-9876

I
I
I

has it printed and sends copies
to various colleges throughout
the state.
Because he will be losing one
or both correspondents in Olympia, DeLauney fears that his
newsservice will be less active
Spring Quarter.

Pol icy gu idel in es
set for research
· The Office of Research, Division of Institutions, Department
of Social and Health Services
for the State of Washington has
provided policy guidelines for
students who wish to conduct
research projects in agencies of
the Division of Institutions.
The areas for possible research
projects include treatment facilities, treatment/custody facilities
or service programs maintained
by the State of Washington for
the mentally ill, mentally retarded, blind and deaf, -court-committed juvenile offenders, adult
felons, adult parolees and probationers, juv~nile parolees, etc.
Undergraduate and graduate
students who wish to conduct
research projects should request
from the Division's Office of
Research an Application Kit for
Research Projects. The kit contains official application forms
and explicit instructions for the
completion of applications.
The Division's Office of Research will not accept student
applications for processing that
have not been approved and
signed by an academic advisor (s).
The academic advisor should
carefully review the proposal and
generally be responsible for the
soundness of the student's research plans and the adequacy
of his application.
It is assumed the proposed
project will represent a joint
effort between student and
teacher.
For further information please
contact Gail Stevens, Research
Assistant, Office of Research and
Development,
Peterson
Hall,
963-3101.

If you're tired of waiting
for your order Call 925-9861 for fast service
5 p.m. -

12 midnight

7 days a week

Misconceptions cleared
up by Gay Lib Front
UW Gay Liberation Front and
Seattle Dorian Society representatives came to the CWSC campus
Thursday, Feb. 25, "to talk about
sex-your kind and ours."
Opening their presentations
with a brief introduction of themselves, Brock Hamburg and Allen
Terrill asked questions from the
large crowd gathered in the
SUB pit.
Most of the questions asked
were · directed at discovering the
attitudes a homosexual has about
himself and society.
Neither Hamburg or Terrill felt
the need to define himself as a
homosexual in psychological or
sociological terms.
Hamburg stated that being
homosexual is "the natural way
for me to be."
Each said that he was satisfied
and happy with his life.
Answering questions about the
gay-a term preferred by homosexuals-community in general,
Hamburg and Terrill attempted
to clear up some common misconceptions about gays.
"Gays who try to force themselves on men in restrooms and
bus depots are a minority within
a minority," Terrill said.
"If one approaches you," he
advised the men in the audience,
"tell him, 'No, thank you.' Most
of them will leave you alone."
Hamburg added, "If a simple,
'No, thank you,' doesn't work,
then floor him."
Hamburg further explained
that, "gays would rather go to

Books collected
The Associated Anthropology
Students Club is collecting books
for Indians in the Washington
State -Penitentiary at Walla
Walla.
In a letter to the Anthropology
Department, the Confederated
Indian Tribes requested books
for their library of Indian historical and cultural materials. The
penitentiary has no funds for
such an undertaking, so the library is dependent upon contributions.
The letter asked for books
specifically concerning Indian
history and culture, but all contribution will be greatfully accepted.
Books are being assembled in
the Anthropology Department
Office in Barge 400.

bed with gays
than
with
straights."
As he puts it, "Who wants a
virgin."
Answering questions about gay
guys' attitude about women, Hamburg said he enjoyed platonic
relationships with women.
Terrill added that he could
appreciate women aesthetically
and as friends.
Gays resent women who try to
establish a sexual relationship
with them.
"A lot of women," Hamburg
said, "want to give it to us right
because they think we've never
had it."
Commenting on gay take over
of communities, Terrill said, "it's
the gays attempt to use the system for change.'' ·
Although neither Terrill or Hamburg felt the gay community
should force its life style onto
others, they felt it was good to
bring their life style into public
view.

Peace coalitions
to form workshops
Beginning at 10 a.m. Saturday
and continuing through the day,
a coalition of Seattle area peace
groups will be offering a series
of peace workshops. ·
They are being offered to both
students and the general public
and will take place at the HUB on
the University of Washington
campus .
The workshops will cover a
wide range of peace issues and
projects. Among those already
scheduled are ones on the Seattle
Peace Initiative petition campaign,
the National Peace Action Week
April l 7-24th, draft counseling, tax
resistence, the Peace Treaty
Project, community and church
peace orgamzmg, high school
organizing, women and the war,
prisoners of war , and many
others.
A wide range of student, church,
veteran and community peace
groups are pooling their resourc.es for these workshops.
Among the groups participating
are the Student Mobe, American
Friends Service Peace Education
Committee, Non-Violent Training
in Action Center, Seattle Draft
Counseling Center, Tacoma Resistance, Peace Treaty Collective,
Vets Against the War, Seattle
Peace Action coalition and others.

MAKE DEAN'S YOUR
HEADQUARTERS
For

16 different.

varieties

'Featuring the best burgers in t .o lNn'

A&W

Near Campus at
9th & Euclid .

and

Big J A&W 1003 S Main
Featuring inside dining

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pre-Recorded Tapes
Tape Recorders
Records
Stereos
Needles
Patch Cords, Plugs
and Jacks
Repair Service
TV Rental

DEAN'S
417 N. PEARL

DOWNTOWN

RADIO
&TV
925-1828
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Crowd packs McConnell to see 'La Mancha' play
by Sharon Merrill
copy editor
"Man of La Mancha" has
proved to be quite a hit. McConnell has a capacity of nearly
1,000. Tuesday night, opening
night, the auditorium was about
two thirds full. Friday night
people were sitting on the stair
ways in the balcony because
every other seat was taken.
Saturday night approximately
150 people were turned away.
But don't be disheartened-"Man
of La Mancha" will be back
this weekend for two more performances.
There is no doubt crs to why so
many · people attended the musi~
cal. One "big" reason is the
female lead. Her acting was most
convincing. Her singing leaves
something to be desired.
Cassandra Firman should be
awarded some sort of prize. Al- ;
though she will never be asked
to join the Metropolitan Opera

or sing in a Broadway musical
she did a superb job, considering.
Considering that she couldn't
sing until a month ago when sh~

No really, I don't mean to
criticize Cassandra, she did a fantastic job of acting. But I am
criticizing the casting. A musical
is a musical and the leads should
be able to sing.
R6g¢r Stansbury was the most
perf_ect, Don Quixote imaginable. ·
His build, his voice, everyth.ing
was bent into his character. In
fact every single person on the
stage was superb.

·

My favorite part of the play
was the entry of the Inquisition.
The theme of the Inquisition, as
well as all the play's music, was
superbly written and superbly
played.
The theme, the clanging of the
chains as the ramp drops, the
march down the ramp by the
guards. It is almost as if it were
Judgment Day. The fanfare is
regal and the way that the light

·

4 Cheeseburgers
(Save 26¢
reg. 29¢ ea.)

$1 00
•

8 · 9 · 10 March

FINALS WEEK

began voice lessons from Mrs.
Du pin.

FISH SANDWICH 33¢

Monkey's view

normally 39¢

Evolution
(The Monkeys' viewpoint)

WITH FRIES

Three Monkeys sat in a coconut tree
Discussing things as they're said to be.
Said one to the others, "Now listen, you two,
There's a certain rumor that can't be true!
That man descended from our noble race
The very idea! 'Tis a dire disgrace.
No monkey ever deserted his wife,
Starved his baby nor ruined his life.
And you've never known a mother monk
To leave her baby with others to bunk,
Or pass them on from one to another,
Till they hardly know who is their mother.
And another thing! You will never see
A monk build fence ' round a coconut tree
And let the coconuts go to waste,
Forbidding all other monks to taste.
Why if I put a fence around this tree
Starvation would force you to steal from me.
Here's another thing a monk won 't do:
Go out at night and get in a stew.
Or use a gun, or club, or knife, ·
To take some other monkey's life.
Yes! Man DESCENDED from an ornery cuss,
But brother, he didn't descend from US! ! ! ''

a

Author unknown

Pay increase for ASC officers
Starting next July a $25 a
month raise will go into effect
for the ASC officers.
Those affected will be the ASC
president, executive vice president, administrative vice presi-

· shines down from the upper
reaches of the prison is as if it
were coming from Heaven. But
most ungodly is the judgment of
the Inquisition.
All elements combined-the .
play is a fantastic, sensitive experience. If you haven't seen it
yet, the_re are still ·two performances this weekend. But be sure
to get there early or you might
not get a seat. Curtain time is
·s: 30 tonjght and tomorrow nig}Jt.

dent and the ASC business manager.
The current salary made by
the ASC president is $172. The
other three offices now each
pay $12~ a month.

reg. 54¢

YAMAHA~

It's a better machine

LOOK OUT!

YAMAHA~
It's a better machine

GRAND OPENING
YAMAHA~
It's a better machine

THIRD WEEK IN MARCH
YAMAHA~
It's a better machine

YAMAHA OF ELLENSBURG
• Complete line of Ya~aha Parts

Why don't you settle
doY1n Y1ith a
good book?~

• Complete line of accessories
• Full-time mechanics
• Complete ra·nge of Yamaha bikes
& Snowmobiles

Earn highest rates
avai Iable - 53 • 7Yi%
per annum with a
Community Savings Account.

4th & Ruby
Ellensburg
Home Office: Wenatchee

48~

5th & Kittitas
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Tuition hike issue heard again
a time, or the work done at the
last hearing will have been in
vain.
For information concerning the.
next hearing, transportation to
Olympia and additional data
concerning the tuition and fees
proposal contact your college
Political Action Committee.

by Pete Delaunay
assistant editor
The issue of tuition and fees
has been granted another hearing
by the House Committee on
Higher Education.
As a result of last Tuesday's
hearing,
Chairman
Marjorie
Lynch (R-Yakima), has scheduled
the additional hearing for the
legislator's
consideration
of
House Bill 740-the bill which
contains the tuition and fee increase.
More students are needed to
testify at the next hearing, which
as yet has not been scheduled

Resolution # 10
Without
much
discussion
Senate Concurrent Resolution
#10 was given a "do pass" by the
Senate Higher Education Committee.
The resolution, written by Sue
Richardson of th~ University of

What do you do with the baby'o
when there is only room for two!

'65 TRIUMPH TR-4 - s1200
Excellent condition, 54,000 miles,
original Michelin tires, soft top &
taneau cover. Call 962-9569.

~

-

WE INSTALL CAR TAPE PLAYERS - $8.50 & UP

JIM'S TV
SERVICING ALL MAKES. TV STERE_OS,
TAPE RECORDERS, CAR TAPE PLAYERS,
CB UNITS AND 2-WA Y RADIOS.
SALES OF MOTOROLA AND. HITACHI PRODUCTS.
STUDENT DISCOUNTS.
I

6th

925-6270

& MAIN

Washington, proposes a workstudy program with the possibility of expanding day care centers on the campuses of the
state's higher education institutions.
The study would include: 1)
the possible physical facilities
on and off campus; 2) examining
all possible means of funding;
3) the feasibility of integrating
day care services with various
departmental disciplines; 4) parent and volunteer cooperation
and 5) outlining a plan for day
care services on a pay according
to ability basis.

Ed project gains
enthused return
The experimental Education
Program planned for Spring
Quarter has been met with tremendous enthusiasum.
The program described in last
week's Crier calling for 24 positions was met with 36 applications as of February 26.
Dr. Art Keith of the Education
Department has sent these to
Central's field superintendents.
They hope to place all of these
applicants. Dr. Keith felt there
were a lot of encouraging responses to the program.
Most of the applicants were
late term sophomores, though
there were some juniors and a
few seniors.
With hopes of a successful
Spring Quarter, the Education
Department can plan on an expansion to follow next fall.
Applications were acc.epted only
thru the early part of this week,
due to the great immediate response.
Survival Fair
- The UW presented a Midwinter
Survival Fair last week. This
"experience in alternate living"
featured such exhibits as health
foods, recycling of wastes, making things by hand, ecology in
education solutions to trcmsportation problems, population control
and organic gardening.

~all!'

o

RESTAURANT
- OPEN ~TIL 2 a.m.
Serving Smorgasbord Noon and Eveni.n g _

-

Not rain nor dark ,of bats
can stop Security off ice rs
patrolmen perhaps aren't involved in a mutual admiration society,
rapport between them is not an
impossibility.
No doubt, the toughest job on
the force is that of Lorna Lowe,
from Yakima who works as parking attendant. Mrs. Lowe is ·in
the front line every school day
ticketing motor vehicles parked
illegally in the college's seven
parking lots and the many service ·
and utility driveways.
Bearing the brunt of disgruntled parking ticket recipients, she
sometimes thinks she prefers her
previous job of '"'sewing zippers
in men's jeans."
A policeman's lot is not an
easy one. Officers Brickley and
Larry Downey and the three
patrolmen, Kenneth Varichak,
Dave Mack and Ted Gilbert are
professionals who protect the
lives and property of some 8,000
college students, faculty and staff
equivalent to the population of a
small city.
Ken Varichak has been a campus security policeman at Central
for three and one half years. He
and another partner work the
graveyard shift 40 hours a week.
Varichak became a security po- ·
liceman after working at Boeing
and says he enjoys his job. "It's
like anY. other job but I do enjoy
the work."
Varichak's job on the graveyard
Don Redlinger
shift is checking the property of
The five other security staff the school and students and givmembers, including their chiefing traffic violations. He has arDon Redlinger, are mainly west- · rested about eight felons at Cenerners.
tral but says that there are "a lot
Redlinger came from Oregon in
less arrests than there used to
March, 1967, to set up a campus
be."
security force, which replaced the
Varichak feels that there has
security program provided by the
been a definite change in stuBurns Detective Agency. The
dents in the last three years.
first patrolmen were hired in
"Students are changing more toSeptember, 1967.
ward education, " he said. He also
The term, "rent-a-cops," often
feels that they are not protesting
times used by college students in
as much and are becoming less
a less than .respectful way, stemradical.
med from the days when the colVarichak feels that it is not diflege leased the services of the
ficult working with students. He
Burns agency.
says he gets along well with
Today, the term isn't heard too
most of the people at Central. "I
often. And, although CWSC stualways have; I have never had
dents and security officers and
any problems at all. "
by Virginia Olds
feature editor
It isn't every college which can
boast of a campus security officer who is an opera buff.
Central's most ardent opera fan
outside of the Music Department is Security Officer Dolph
Brickley, a former New York
City detective.
Brickley traveled the longest
distance to join CWSC's campus
security force. He jetted to Japan
with a stop-over in Seattle. There,
he made the decision to come
west after returning from the
Far East.

Reserve Your Apartment for Spring

NOW!
WALNUT NORTH APARTMENTS
1 & 2 bedroom furnished - $100 up

Call 925-2725
.

I

SPECIAL-

Buy one hamburger at ,r egular price
and get ,s econd one for 1~
after 8 p.m. daily

Featuring ·the New
BUGLE ROOM
Sunday - Peanut Day All Day
Only Washington State Liquor Cards Accepted

In the Plaza, Across from Lind Science Hall

WANTED I
Applications are being accepted for editor and business manager of the 1971-72 Crier and ~ditor or the
1972 Hyakem. Complete background and qualifications in first letter please. Deadline for applications
is Apri I 14, 1971.
Apply to:
Board or Publications
Campus Box 61 -
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CENTRAL WASHINGTON COACH DEAN NICHO·LSON
"Strong enough, tough enough, cunning enough ••• "

The Wildcats' Coach
by Elliott Grieve
sports editor
ome are born great, some
achieve greatness, and some have greatness thrust upon them." William Shakespeare, Twelfth Night.
There is a glint in his eye and a certain confidence in his voice, and you can
tell by listening to him and watching
him, that he's his own man.
There is something else about Dean
Nicholson-a hidden trait in his character makeup that keeps him constant in
this changing athletic world.
His players know it and they respond.
Their emotions are controlled. Their respect is obvious. The end product is a
professional-like tearn which 80 per cent
of the time attains victory.
Dean Nicholson is a professional, in
his approach to the game, his manner
and his success.

''S

Master of .basketball
Since taking over the . head coaching
job at Central from his father seven
years ago, Nicholson has proven to be a
master of basketball's intricacies.
For five years Nicholson and his hoopsters made a name for themselves in
Northwest basketball circles. Last year,
the rest of the nation was introduced to
them.
Last year, which Nicholson describes
as "the greatest of my life," was climaxed with Nick being named the NAIA

Coach-of-the-Year. His team won more
games (31) than _a ny other college or
university in the nation. They had a 25
game winning streak; they had two AllAmericans; they were great.
Nicholson's records speak for themselves.
A coaching mark at Central of 166
victories against 44 defeats-seven
straight 20-win seasons, seven district
titles, six Evergreen Championships and
seven trips to the NAIA national tournament in Kansas City.
The only thing he hasn't cornered is
a national championship. But he's been
so very close.
Last year his 'Cats finished second,
the year before third.
Why successful?
Just why is this native of Ellensburg
· so su.c cessful?
Some say the reason is because
Nicholson · is· · strong enough, tough
enough and cunning enough to coach a
band of tough, strong and cunning
athletics. ·
Maybe it's because he has a mysterious
power to incorporate his individuals into
a sensitive style of team play that demands intelligence, experience and courage. ·
Or perhaps it's the unique trait of responding to the tremendous physical,
emotional and mental pressure.
"I've learned to live with pressure, I
don't particularly like it, but I've learn-

ed to accept and live with it," Nicholson says.
From the moment the first players
"gym rat" in September, "until the plane
returns from Kansas City, :Nicholson is
aware of what's happening around him.
He treats his play~rs like men and expects the·m to respond like-wise.
"They've p_layed enough ball to know
what they're doing · wrong out therethey just have to get s-et mentally," explains Nicholson.
He is a realist. He knows what his
players can do and what they can't. "It's
a simple game, you just have to go out
and do a job," replies Nicholson.
Silent pride of winner
Nicholson's coldness, the silent pride-.
perhaps it's a reaction to the pressure of
being a winner-reflects on pis team.
They act mature, tough 'and confident.
Beyond all that, though, there is a
sense of direction that leads Nicholson
and his team to Kansas City every
March.
As Blaine Johnson of the Seattle PI
said, "It takes a serious man to endure
the pressure-to be the keeper of his
own fortune. Don't think for a minute
he isn't smiling inside, however."
"It's a hell of a lot of fun to be the
WINNER.''
Shakespeare said, ''the world is but a
stage and we are all players." In that
case Dean Nicholson deserves another
academy award.
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Kansas City Is Wildcat Country, Too
Seven years in a row

The
·Wildcat
Fans

The Wildcats

No. Pos.
Yr.
Name
10
G
Bill Chatman
Jr.~r
12
G
Jr.
Gary Randell
Jr.
14
G
Mike Polis
J r.
20
G
Don Bussey
22
F-G
Jr.
Robert Williams
24
F
Jr.
Jim Kardash
Sr.
Andy Harris
30
G
Sr.
32
F
Mitch Adams
Jr.
E ric Schooler
34
F
40
F
So.
Rich Hansen
Sr.
John Harrell
42
c
So.
Bill Henniger
44
F
George Bender
Sr.
50
c
Head Coach-Dean Nicholson
Asst. Coaches-Stan Sorenson, Phil Fitterer
Trainer-Gary Smith
Managers-Mike Dalton, Allen Nuskells,
Martin Kay

Ways of life melt
at Wildcat game

Mitch's son, Teddy,
cheers Dad to victory

The winning,way began - 1930
be

winning tradition of Central's
basketball Wildcats has been around for
41 years.
It all started in 1930, with the arrival
of Leo Nicholson at CWSC. He retired
in 1964, accomplishing more in his lifetime than most coaches even think about.
Coach Nicholson's Wildcats accruttd a
..)71
win-loss record of 505 -victories
loses. This made him one of the ten ·winningest coaches in the nation for , his
time.
· He toak three teams to . the NAIA
National tourney in Kansa City-1947,
.1949 and 1950. The three teams were led
by All-Evergreen Conference guard
Dean Nicholson. His teams finished
twice champions and once in the quarter
finals of the tourney.

Coach Nicholson was the athletic director at Central from 1931 to 1962. He
was elected the president of the NAIA,
served on the executive committee of
- the NAIA for 10' years and' was also
the first president of the Washington
Coaches Association.
Nicholson's career was topped off by
induction into the now defunct Helms
Athletic Foundation Hall of Fame. He
was also inducted into the NAIA Hall
of Fame.
His distinguished career was culminated at Central with the new pavilion
named in his honor in 1960-Nicholson
Pavilion.
Leo Nicholson began a tradition at
Central and the winning spirit has been
carried on by the Wildcats and his son,
Dean Nicholson.

Basketball is big at Central; Basketball is king.
Students who display yawning apathy
other varsity sports-become rabid Wildcat fans and comrades in cheers during
the basketball season.
Faculty members who show systoms
of ivory tower aloofness during class
hours yell themselves hoarse at Central
home basketball games.
And E-burg citizens who frequently
look with disdain on the college and its
long-haired students flock to the Pavilion
to join in rooting the Wildcat hoopsters
to victory.
It's a merger of sports fans, a crossing
of the generation gap, a gigantic sensitivity session.
It's Wildcat basketball.
More than 42,000 seats have been filled in Nicholson Pavilion during the current season. Central consistently draws
bigger and more vociferous crowds than
any other school in the Evergreen
Conference.
Rivals say it's tough to play Central
at home.
It is-but not because the Central
spectators are unsportsman-like. Central
audiences are loud, and loudly biased in
favor of the Wildcats. But they are quick
to applaud an outstanding play by an
opponent.
Central fans earned praise from Western Washington backers this season
when they spontaneously reacted to the
visiting Viking drill team's public address
difficulties by starting a handclapping
beat to help marchers whose recorded

music faltered.
Wildcat basketball fans have their
hetoes.
During the past seven years Central
teams have charged to post-conference
playoffs consistently. There have been
many All-Conference and All-Tournament stars. And five All-Americans.
The names of Central basketball leaders are household terms in dorms, downtown ca(es and public school yards.
Nicholson, Peterson, Coordes, Cox, Benedict, Allen and Adams all are remembered.
The fans not only cheer the scoring
champions and all-stars but they g_o out
of their way to root for the unsung
regulars, the subs and the players who
scramble back from a bad game or cold
streak.
This season is no exception, and
where else but at Central would an allin-fun-but-with-great-respect group like
the George Bender Fan Club spring
from the stands. When big George had
troubles, signs were unfurled proclaiming "We love you George." The Central
center responded with grins and an
extra effort on the court.
Central's basketball teams have fans
who never miss a home game; fans who
return year after year to watch the
latest team . of Wildcats. Every student
new to the campus soon gets caught up
with basketball fever.
If basketball were a presidental candidate, every Central and E-burg individual
would be a straight-line party voter.
A Central Faculty Member
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'COMMENT
mning basketball championships has become
a tradition at Central.
After the retirement of Leo Nicholson in 1964, he
was succeeded by his son, the present coach Dean
Nicholson.
Nicholson, 1950 graduate of CWSC, has been successful both as coach and player. He was selected an AllEvergreen Conference guard three consecutive years.
He played on all three teams that went to the NAIA
tourney under his father's direction.
During his playing days at Central, he accumulated
1;373 points, a scoring average of -14.8 points per game.
Nicholson was elected team captain by his mates and
received the Inspirational Award.
His senior year at CWSC, he was elected president
of the student government association.
_
After graduating, Nicholson spent the next 14 years
coaching basketball at Puyallup High School. During
this time his dribblers compiled a record of 188 wins to
101 losses. The Vikings garnished five Puget Sound
League Championships.
Nicholson was the baseball coach at Puyallup for
ten years.
Since returning to CWSC, Coach Nicholson has taken
the Wildcats even higher in national fame than his
father.
Before the current season, the Wildcats have captured five out of six Evergreen Conference titles. They
have gone to the NAIA Tournament six straight years.
They have been District 1 champs for six consecutive
years.

THE NEW

HOT

The hoopsters were eliminated in the first round of
the Nationals in 1965 and 1966. In 1967, the Wildcats
placed third in the annual event with the team winning
the Neismith-Liston Sportsmanship Award. ·The team
finished in the quarter finals in 1968. In 1969~ the 'Cats
placed third once more in the NAIA.
·
Last year, the Wildcats completed the best season
under Nicholson's leadership. The team ·record for the
year was 31-2. The team went to Kansas City and ran
the opposition off the floor giving them the right to
face Kentucky State in the grand finale. The 'Cats
played a determined game, but the superior height of
the Staters was too much. Central lost, 79-71. This
time the team finished as the Number Two team in the
NAIA.
Because of the success of Nicholson's Wildcats, he
was selected the NAIA Coach-of-the-Year by the
Association. Nicholson in September of 1970 was selected to represent the NAIA on the U.S. Olympic Basketball Committee.
· In six years, tlie success of the Wildcats and their
coach is best reflected in their winning record, 145
victories against 37 losses for an average of .796.
This has made the Wildcats and Coach Dean Nicholson
the second winningest team and coach in the nation:
They have only been outdone by one other coach and
team in the same span of time-Johnny Wooden and
the UCLA Bruins.
That's not bad company to be associated with,
wouldya say?
Thom Cooper

COM.BP~

Dryer I Styler
FROM

REMINGTON™

IF MONEY SAVER CAN'T SELL IT FOR LESS,

WE WON'T SELL IT!

No. HW-2
•
•
•
•

TAMES UNRULY HAIR IN SECONDS
KEEPS THE "BARBER SHOP" LOOK
EASY TO USE ... LIGHTWEIGHT
TWO COMBS, BRUSH SNAP IN.

$15.88
BORG OR .
COUNSELOR
BA TH No. 4610 $588
SCALES No. 531 .
MONEY SAVERS PHARMACY

LOWEST FILM & PROCESSING PRICES
Prints and
Processing

12-EXP. color

2.49
-

20-EXP. COLOR

Prints and
Processing

3.99

20-EXP. COLOR

Slide
Processina
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120, 620, 127
Kodak
Kodak
Super 8
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MOVIE FILM
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Have Your Doctw
Call 925-3133
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2.39
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505

NORTH
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,
The Chocolated
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Box of 48
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. OPEN WEa:KDA YS: 'Til 8
Saturdays 10-6
Choose
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Or Original
List 99•
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Our readers write-

Society's need is to listen
There are an innumerable variety of ways of looking at man,
each with some validity, and all
helping to better understand the .
whole. One of the ways, the
models, of humanity which I find
most helpful is that of looking at
man as a collection of needs.,
Each of us is -composed of and
driven by a series of needs,._ ranging from such basic needs as food,
clothing, and shelter, to more
complex social needs such as love,
creativity, and fulfillment.
When our basic needs are met,
we can proceed to the business
of being human, and the degree
of .the fulfillment of our humanity
is, I think, determined in large
part by the fulfillment of our
more complex social needs.
The man who finds love and
acceptance from his environment
is able to give love in return.
The person who has achieved the
satisfaction of personal fulfillment is in a ·position to help
others along the path, In short,
the person whose needs are met
is enabled to meet the needs of
oth.ers, and I firmly believe that
this is what it means to be buman.
In such speculation, I cannot
help looking around and trying to discover what we as a
society need the most. What is it
that would be of the most help
to each and every one of us to
improve the world and ourselves.
I grant that such speculation
seems a bit frivolous but I
would suggest that our most ur-gent need is the need to learn to
listen, to learn to really hear
what is going on around us:
Sounds almost ridiculously simple doesn't it? If only we would
listen, if only we would really
hear, life would be better.
Simple or not, I am firmly convinced that it is true. The ability
to listen is not, as you might imagine, an innate talent, but rather it is an acquired skill which takes constant work and attention.
Let me cite three examples from
life which demonstrate this ''simple" point. They are three areas
of relationships, each critically
affected by communication.
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(Continued flrom page 5)

The first is the basic area of
one to one human living-marriage. Husbands and wives, parents and children, suffer constant
tension simply because there is
nci communication. Each party is
always too busy to hear what the
_other is saying. The result: estrangement, alienation, and divorce-because nobody would listen.
Area two, also close to home
for most of us, the institutionspecifically Central. There is currently a proposal for the reorganization of the power structure of
Central into a campus wide "College Council."
I submit that the basic reason
for this ·and the variety of other
recent and not so recent reorganizations is communication. While
confusion sometimes seems to be
' a characteristic of American life,
it seems to have a special foothold in institutions such as this
_ because there are so many areas
of personal jealousy and vested
interest.
We are all too busy going our
own way and doing our own
thing to take the time to listen _to
what is going on around us.
The third area goes with little
comment or elaboration. I think
that most everyone believes that
the largest area of failure in
terms of national government is
the breakdown of communication.
Whether it is true or not, people
believe that the massive beuracracy of government is both un.:
willing and unable to hear what
the hoi polloi are saying-and
there just might be some truth in
the converse of this proposition.
To learn to listen, to hear what
is really going on around us is
not only an acquired skill but a
vital :q.ecessity. Each of us has the
right and responsibility to go beyond our own confines and listen to the world at large. As I speak from a Christian
frame of reference, I see such
ideas in a theological context,
and I think that an oversimplified
summary of Christian theology
could justly say that God became
man in Jesus of Nazareth so that
he could better hear humanity.

they can't afford to send their
kids to college. If that isn't bad
enough, there is enough unemployment in the state_ that the
students can't find summer jobs
to pay the cost increases.
What's the course?
If you'll be around next year,
live off campus. Get your doctor
to write a note saying the dining
hall slop isn't good for your
internal organs.
Let the school's dorms go
vacant. If that happens, they'll
change fast enough. The school
can't afford to let unpaid buildings sit without income from
them. You could also go talk to
the head of Housing.
Who will win the game? It's
up to you, the students. If you
simply sit _around and let everyone else do the work, you will
lose.
If you get off your duffs and
do something, you may win.
You have nothing to lose by
trying.
Tom Vierling
Sparks Hall

We are further requesting
that Region 10 give us a grant of
$4,000.00 to pay rent, utilities
and upkeep.
We have already made a request to law and justice _for a
grant to pay salaries of two persons as well as money for a
phone and postage. We ·do not
feel that a staff of two is too
much to ask for a center that is
open from 7 a.m. to about 11 p.m.
seven days a week.
The other letter that we are
asking your students to write is
to Senator Warren Magnuson,

To the editor:
The young people of the Wapato Teen Club have requested
that I write to you to enlist the
support of your school in a letterwriting campaign to help save
the Teen Club.

You've dreamed about your
diamond engagement ring a thousand times. But now that you
know it's for keeps, it's time to
stop dreaming and start learning
about diamonds and their value.
Because no two diamonds
are exactly alike, jewelers have
adopted exacting standards to determine the relative value of each
and every diamond in the world.
These standards include a dia•mood's size (carat weight). color,
cut and clarity.

Region 10 of the Office of
Economic_ Opportunity is in the
process of def unding the Yakima
Valley Council for Community
Action, of which we are a part.
We will agree that their decision was made on sound business
judgement, but also feel that
some areas should receive special
consideration.
Specifically we request letters
be sent to Mr. Thomas Mercer,
Region 10, OEO, Arcade Plaza
Bldg., 1321 2nd Ave., Seattle,
Washington 98101. We are ask- _
ing Mr. Mercer to grant us the
continued use of the equipment
that we have. - We do not feel
that they would do anyone any
good in storage.

Although it's important to
know the facts about diamonds,
you certainly don't have to be an
expert to choose a Keepsake Diamond Ring ... because Keepsake
guarantees a diamond of fine white
color, correct cut and perfect clarity or replacement assured. The famous Keepsake certificate provides
permanent registration, trade-in
value and protection against loss
of diamonds from the setting.
-COLOR: Fine white diamond~ are
quite rare and valued accordingly.
Other shades in relative order of
their worth are: blue, yellow,
brown and black.
CUT: The cut of a diamond-the
facets placed on it by a trained
cutter-brings out the gem's fire
and brilliance. Anything less than
correct cut ' reduces beauty, brilliance and value.

CARAT: A diamond's size is
measured in carats. As diamond
increases in size, its price will
increase even more if the quality
remains constant. But larger dia"
nionds of inferior quality may actually be worth less than smaller,
perfect diamonds.

a

This is not a book about how organ i z.
ations work. What should happen in organizations and what does happen are
two different things and about as far
apart as they can get·.
THIS BOOK IS ABOUT HOW TO GET
THEM TO RUN THREE TIMES AS
WELL AS THEY DO.

It is really a challenge to work
with the Native Americans, Chicanos and other ethnic groups
that are present here and we
cordially invite any and all of
your students that are in the area
to stop in.
- L.D. Jones, Director
Wapator Teen Center

What you should know about diamonds
when you know it's for keeps

CLARITY: Determined by the absence of small impurities. A per. feet diamond has no impurities
when examined under ten power
magnification by a trained e,re.

by Robert Townsend

U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
We are asking him to help keep
the center open by working with
OEO.

Your Keepsake Jeweler has
a complete selection of new styles.
He's in the Yellow Pages under
"Jewelers." Or, dial free day or
night long distance 800-243-6000.
In Com~1...:tkut, call .800-942-0655. _

~psake®
REGISTERED

DIAMOND

RINGS

(t)

:·:::,;---~~-~--~-~--;~~;--;~-~;-·;;~~~-~-~;;;--~~-~--;;~~~;~--'
Send new 20 pg. booklet, "Planning Your Engagement and Wedding"
plus full color folder and 44 pg. Bride's Book gift offer all for only 25f!'.

S-71

Address•----------------------City•_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ co._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

State_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip_ _ _ _ _ __

KEEPSAKE, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, NEW YORK- 13201

II

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Rings from $100 to $10,000 Trade Mark Reg. A. H. Pond Co.

K
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AvaHaiile at

BunoN JEWELERS
4th and Pirw
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Funds to aid minorities
by Jennie Guilland
The Underprivileged Student
Fund Committee, coming to the
aid of disadvantaged minorities
of any race, is making available
financial aid scholarships to those
considered most eligible by a
designated committee.

The committee, made up entirely of students, is student run
and student sponsored. Two
members from each minority
group are represented in the
organization.
The group seeks to serve the
minority student .and the economically deprived. Minority organizations which have combined to
form the committee are: The
Hawaiian Club, Black Student
Union, MECHA, Minority White
Students of Central, and the
~ducational Opportunity Program
(EOP).
As an outgrowth of the EOP,
it is the only organization of its
type (completely student run) in
the state.
Two scholarships were awarded
this week for spring quarter.
Applications are now being
accepted for fall quarter with
April 20 . as the deadline for
handing them in.
Fall Quarter scholarship awards
will be announced on the May 11
Awards Assembly given by the
Financial Aids office. It will be
~n the Grupe Conference Center.
The committee hopes to grant
three or four scholarships for
that quarter.
The treasury now contains
funds totalling $4900 with the
majority of the donations coming
from the faculty. However contributions have also been re-

CORSAGES FOR THE YOLO

Criteria set up by the committee is used in determining who
will receive the financial aid ·according to the financial status of
the applican~. and his family.
"Grants wiH be given from
partial support to full tuition
and fees depending on the situation of the student,'' commented
M. Leonard Delgado, chairman of
the committee.
The individual's financial status
and his reason for attending college are evaluated by two subcommittees to determine eligibility. After the applications have
been received, the subcommittees
interview each applicant. The
final decision is left up to the
total committee.
All candidates, whether they
receive the grant or not, will
receive letters telling them of the
committee's decision.
Those culturally disadvantaged
students who are applying for this
scholarship should fill out necessary applications, obtain two
reference letters and· prepare a
brief essay on their motivations
for attending college.
Applications are then kept on
file in the financial aids office.
Anyone interested in g1vmg
contributions (tax deductible),
should see Frederic Wolfer, Director of the CWSC Foundation
in Edison, 102C.
John Liboky, director of financial aids, serves the Underprivileged Committee as an advisor
while Wolfer advises and manages the funds, checking to see
that the criteria is met before
funds are released and making
sure the students get the funds.

OUR NEW DOWNTOWN LOCATION

307 N. PEARL

ceived from students, friends aJld
alumni. Residence Halls will be
invited to annually cont.r;ibute to
the fund.

ELLENSBURG

Economy discussed

SASSY FLARES
m
blue denim
green
brown
plaids
stripes
checks

The economy of Kittitas Valley
· and the nation will be the subject of "College Conversations,"
Thursday, March 11 at 8 p.m. on
Channel 10 videocable ahd KCWS .
AM and FM radio.
Guests on the live program
will be Dr. Harold Williams,
professor of economics at Central, and Roy Lumaco, chairman
of the Kittitas County Board of .
County Commissioners.

Our
Speedy
Specialty

4th & Main
Enjoy your break • see you soon.

by Rich Woodruff
Open House, a youth drop-in
center, is looking for a new director according to Les Stanwood,
the present director.
" I took the job in January
witn the understanding that it
would be for only
short time ,"
he said. " I was hired to give new
direction to' the program,·' . he
said .
Standwood indicated the Open
House staff is looking for a mature couple, experienced in dealing with youth and adults. The
couple will work with the staff
in coordinating and initiating
programs, he said. Anyone interested in the position should

a

Christian Science
The Christian Science Organization holds its weeJdy meeting at
the First Church of Christ, Scientist, corner of 4th and Anderson, Thursday nights at 6: 45 p .m.
A workshop featuring Nathan
Talbot, regional assistant as
guest speaker, will be held next
Tuesday at 7: 00 p.m . in SUB 204.

apply at the Open House, 606 N.
Ruby.
The 24-hour facility was opened
last year to serve the youth of
Ellensburg.
Its primary function is to provide a place for youth to communicate with other youth.
Stanwood said about 180 youth
drop in each week. Many just
come in to "rap," he said, and
some come in to discuss a problem with one of the volunteer
staff members.
Limited overnight facilities are
also available for emergency
situations, Stanwood said. No
local youth are permitted to stay
at Open House, nor is anyone
under 18 allowed to remain overnight unless they are runaways,
he said. Runaways are reported
to legal authorities, Stanwood
added.
Stanwood said private · donations are always welcome to keep
Open House in operation. All
contributions to the non-profit
facility are tax deductible.
Checks should be made out to
Open House Services Inc., he
said, and can be sent to he First
Christian Church, 6th and Ruby.

81-111Jtetl

SIZES 7-16

Mills Saddle N Togs

Director sought for center

H~~WAYGIElll
CAickt1t

s7.98 to
s10.oo

The Shop, a short lived business which was closed after only 16
days of business in January, will be opened again in about two weeks
according to John Minnex.
The extended closure of the shop, which featured novelty and
hand-crafted items, is the result of a contract dispute. The Shop is
located in the SUB 103.
Photo by Rie-ber

HAPPY SPRING
BREAK
SEE YOU WHEN YOU
SPRING BACK!

GOOD LUCK WITH FINALS

MODERN

-

q11la~ ~""'
Restaurant Dial

962-9977
GALAXY ROOM - 962-9908

4 Blocks
W. of College
U. S. Hwy. 10

at Jct. of U.S.
Hwy. 97

Ellensburg
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Pavilion addi.tion planned,
awaiting legislative action
An addition to Nicholson Pavilion with floor space equal to five
football fields may be under construction within the next four
years.
"We're waiting now for the allocation of money," commented
Stan A. Sorenson, assistant professor of physical education.
"If money is not allocated by
the State Legislature this biennium," Sorenson said, "a request
for it may be submitted in 197374."
Sorenson chairmaned a study
committee concerned · with construction of the addition to Nicholson Pavilion. They studied
the needs of an estimated, 15,000
students which state officials say.
will be attending Central by 1980.
The committee also considered
the site, size and design of the
new building.
"The new building," said Sorenson, "may cost an estimated
8.9 million dollars."
"It would adjoin and connect
to the present pavilion on the
east," he continued.
"Nicholson Pavilion was completed in 1959. to serve the needs
of 3500 students,'' said Sorenson.
"There are now over 7000 students attending Central."
''When the new addition is
completed," he said, "Nicholson
Pavilion will remain in use to its
fullest extent.''
One of the major reasons for
the needed facility, other than
directly accomodating a greater
student population, . is that the
Department of Physical Education has grown in subdivisions.
These
subdivisions
include
health, physical education, recreation, intramurals, athletics and
professional programs for physical education majors and minors.
The report submitted by the
study committee listed the following additions to be included
within the new complex:
One gymnasium-field house
with two adjoining swimming and
diving pools.
Nineteen teaching rooms with
twelve laboratory facilities.
Seventy-seven faculty offices
and six clerical offices.
Three men's equipment, issue,
laundry and storage rooms.
Two women's equipment and
storage rooms.
One student lounge and study
complex.

1

One faculty lounge and social
center.
Twelve handbaH courts, threP
squash courts and six locker
shower and lavatory facilities.
Sorenson's committee gathered
the following statistics concerning
the use of the pavilion's facilities
during the 10-year period of 195960 to 1969-70: students in recreation major classes increased 314%,
while male students participating
in men's intramurals increased
672 per cent. The female students
involved in women's intramurals
increased 292 per cent. Male
students taking an active part in
men's athletics increased 254 per
cent.
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Are you in the dark
about the Middle East?
Your College Bookstore has
a Middle East display with
enough books, pamphets and
maps to fill you in on this
war-torn area. Come in today
and get the informatfon you
need. Then you won't be in
the dark.

Women's Lib
to observe
Women's Day
Women's Liberation will observe International Women's Day
Monday with a rap session
starting at 1: 30 p.m. in the SUB
Pit.
The liberation group also will
have a literature and information
table in the SUB Monday afternoon.
According to liberation members, March 8 was first designated as an international women's
holiday in 1910 by a Congress of
Socialist Women meeting in
Copenhagen, Denmark.
The holiday proposal was made
by women from the United
States to commemorate a demonstration of women garment
woi:kers in New York March 8,
1908. The women were protesting sweatshop conditions and demanding the right of women to
vote.
Young Republican Club
The Young Republican Club
will hold an organizational meeting Monday in SUB 204 from 7-9
p.m. For further information
contact Shelby Rice 962-9110.
Christian Science
The Christian Science Organization will meet at the First
Church of Christ, Scientists; 4th
and Anderson, Thursday at 6: 45
p.m. For further information
contact Gary Robertson 925-5956.

BIBLE TALKS
YOU ARE INVITED to come and see a ministr·y
and church like you read about ·in Matt. 18:20 and
1 Cor.16:19.
THIS MINISTRY IS functioning without salaries,
collecHons or tithes, going forth preaching the
·same Gospel and in the same manner as did the
first apostles; having no denominaHona I affi IicaHons or name. What ·r eligious name did Jesus take?
ALL ARE WELCOME for this hour of Bible Talks at
the CARPENTERS HALL - West 4th St. - Ellensburg.
EACH: Sunday at ·4:00 P4M.
Tuesday at ·7:30 P.M.
M. Middleton

Ministers

V. Blazek

963-1311

MONDAY • FRIDAY
7:30 A.M. • 5 P.M.
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Blood drive goal surpassed
A campus blood drive Tuesday
· met with unexpected success,
according to Dr. Karl C. Wickerath, director of the college's
Student Health Center.
The blood drawing had been
scheduled from 11 a.m. until
3 p.m., with a goal of 150 units
of blood.- However, 340 persons
showed up to donate blood and
the drawing continued until 7: 30
p.m.

Most of the blood was earmarked for an Associated Student
Body Blood Bank, which is currently in the process of being
set up. Some blood was also
donated for use by students who
will be undergoing open heart
surgery.
A Red Cross unit from Yakima
handled the collecting of the
blood Tuesday and will distribute
it as needed.

Researcher -gives lecture
Professor Carl A. Helmholtz,
a physics researcher with the
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory,
gave a public lecture Tuesday
concerning the development of
instruments for high energy
physics studies.
Helmholtz, a distinguished visiting professor of physics at Central, was a member of the Manhatten Project group that developed the first atomic bomb.
Helmholtz was the chairman of

the Physics Department at Berkeley until 1963.
In his speech, Helmholtz noted
that one of the most powerful
tools for physics research is being built near Batavia, Ill. This
instrument, a high energy particle accelerator, will develop
200 billion electron volts.
The instrument will be used to
shoot electrons and other subatomic particles at substances to
study their s'tructure.

NEW FASHION
for
JUNIORS

Critique booklet proposed
Student Senate, at their last
meeting, continued to discuss the
proposal of making a faculty
evaluation booklet available to
students.
The main purpose of the booklet would be to help inform a
student about an instructor and
his teaching methods before
the student enrolled for the class,
said Linda Patterson, group
chairman.
Student Senate is an organization of students representing the
various departments at Central.
Each member is a major of the
particular department he is representing.
Linda said the main obstacle
of putting out the booklet is ''lack
of funds." "Right now Student
Senate is pretty unstable. Because
we are not in any way affiliated
with ASC, we are not appropriated any student activity funds,
and it's difficult to accomplish
anything without money.''
The most feasible time the

booklet could be ready for students is Fall Quarter, John
Robinsen, political science, said.
"If it came out at this time it
would be especially helpful to the
incoming freshmen who know
nothing about the different
classes and professors when they
arrive here."
The material for the ·. booklet
would be gathered from faculty
evaluation sheets that, with the
instructors' permission, would be
filled out from every class now
listed in the catalog, Clayton
Jones (economics) explained.
The evaluation would deal with
such matters as the type of tests
given in the class, the degree of
testing and the type of teaching
done in the class, whether the
teacher uses the lecture system,
class discussion, etc.
·.Vic Battson (geography) commented, "What should be kept
in mind concerning the evaluation
is that it .be relevant to what the
student actually 'needs in relation

Breweries buy back empty bottles
Fifteen Lucky Breweries' wholesale distributors in eastern Washington and northern Idaho began '
buying back all Lucky bottles
,
and cans March 1.
Beginning March i, the distd- ·
butors will pay 25 cents for every
case of 24 Lucky bottles and 12
cents for every case of 24 Lucky
cans returned to · their warehouses.
In eastern Washington, distributors who will operate Lucky
bottle-and-can collection centers
are located in Colville, Ellens-burg, Ephrata, Kenne~ick, Oka-

nogan, Pullman, Spokane, Walla
Walla, Wenatchee and Yakima.
Bottles collected in the program ·
will be returned to Lucky's plant
where they will be cleaned,
sterilized and refilled with beer.

A unique acting team, Norman
and Sandra Dietz, will perform
several short plays relating to
religious themes in a campus
appearance on Saturday, March
13.

A Community Clothing Center
is being established in Ellensburg. It is planned that clothing
for all ages will be available,
free of charge, to anyone in need.
Persons should be referred to .
the Center by their pastor, social
worker or school counselor.
Concerned Christian women
from several churches in Ellens·burg are working on the initial
organization of the center.
It is being established as a community project and is open to
anyone who would like to participate in its organization and
development.

Their performance, '.' 'D.eus Ex
Machinist' and Other Pieces,"
will be at 8 p.m. in the Hebeler
Elementary School Auditorium.
There will be no charge for admission. The event is open to the
public.

EUROPEAN STUDENT TRAVEL

Norman Dietz is the author of
the short plays.

EUROPE $245 Round Trip ·

The Dietzes first organized a
small touring repertory company
in 1962, shortly after they were
married. Later they performed at
various tim~s in New York.

Join Nation~! Union of Students Inc. now for
full benefits; write or call for full information
and brochure.
Campus Representative required: Applicants
for this financially rewarding position should
mark envelope "Programme Co-Oridinator."
Al I interested write to:

Nafi.onal Union of Student Travel Service Inc.
Suite .911, 159 W.. 33rd St.·
New York, New York l 000 l
Telephone: (212) 565-1732 and (212) 565-4199
Telex: 421437
Offices _in New York, London, Paris and Dublin

$45.00

Clothing center
aims at needy

Religions theatricals slated

Large selecHon of dates. Study tours and
language courses. Year round student ,
service.

Blink your eyes at so much fashion for the
money! Divine demi-fit coat of machine washable polyester double knit that travels with
aplomb everywhere - town and travel. Half
belt and pleat give a flip to the back. Yours in Navy, Lime, Blue, Beige, Gold, Red. 5-15.

to the classes he might be looking
for."
It was noted by several of the
members that there are several
faculty evaluation records available tp students on campus at
the present time.
Robinsen said that the . Political
Science Department has current
evaluations on all the classes in
that department and a student
just has to ask to see them when
he wants to check up on a class.
Also Stephens-Whitney keeps a
running fil~ on most lower division classes that any interested
student can use, Jones said.

n
n

In 1968, Norman Dietz published "Fables and Vaudevilles and
Plays." For the last two years the
couple has toured the country
"playing for anything a sponsor
could afford." That included 56
performances last year, including
one in Madison Square Garden.
Titles on the program in Ellensburg will include "Noah Webster's Original Unabridged Ark,"
"Harry and the Angel," "Old
Ymir's Clay Pot" and "Tilly, Tut-·
weiler's. Silly Trip to the Moon."
The Dietz's performance is
sponsored by the Ecumenical
Campus Ministry.

You can tak-e Pizza out of the

PIZZA PLACE
·But you can't take the
PIZZA PLACE

Out of Pizza.
925-5446
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Flicks feature westerns·
ASC flicks

Redwoods saved

To lo

"Cheyenne Autumn" and
"Death of a Gun Fighter" will be
shown in Hertz Auditorium tomorrow and Sa.Jurday at ·' '.Z and
10 p.m..
~,, _. "''

A film sponsored by the Sierra
Club will be shown in Lind 100,
Monday at 7: 30 p.m. The title
of the film is "Redwoods Saved." Admission is free and all are
invited.

Tolo will be held in the SUB
Ballroom tomorrow from 9-12 p.m.
·"Jonah" will be playing, sponsored by Women's Co-op and th
SPURS. Admission is $3 per
couple.

On Being Human

Cavern flicks

The film, "America, Edge of
Abundance," which explores consequences of automatic and computer-oriented society, will be
shown on Tuesday, 8 p.m. in SUB
208. Discussion will follow. This
is a continuation ·of the Ecumenical Film Series, "On Being
Human."

There will be no more "Our.
Gang" movies this quarter., A
Charley Chaplin series will begin
Spring Quarter.
Christian rally

A United Christian Rally will
be held tonJght at 7 p.m. in the
SUB Small Ballroom.

Pillow concert

There will be a pillow concert
Thursday in the SUB ballroom
featuring the folk group "Tileman, Shucker, Hathsack and
Roudy. '' The concert will begin
at 7: 30 p.m . Tickets will cost 75
cents.
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Club n·o tes
Women's Liberation

Chess Club

The local chapter of Women's
Liberation will hold a meeting
Tuesday at 7: 30 p.m. in SUB 209

The Ellensburg Chess Club will
meet Tuesday from 7-11 p.m. in
SUB 205. This organization will
also be participating in the
Yakima Valley Open tomorrow at
the YMCA in Yakima: The entry
fee is $3. Any interested party
is urged to contact Kennedy
Poyser 925-3847.

& 210.

Judo Club

The Central Judo Club will
meet Tuesday and Thursday from
6: 30 to 8 p.m. i.n Nicholson
215. All interested persons are
invited to attend.
Hiking & Climbing

The Wildcat Mountaineers of
the Hiking and Climbing Club
will be sponsoring a Snowshoe
Hike tomorrow. All interested
parties are invited to attend. For
further information contact Janice
Binks at 925-4755 or John Mitchell
963-1354.

Official notes
TUITION AND FEE WAIVER
RECIPIENTS

APPLICATIONS FOR SUMMER
NDEA LOANS

In order that your fee cards
may be pulled, it is necessary
that you contact the Cashier's
Office in Mitchell Hall either in
person or by letter to inform
them that you have been granted
.a tuition and fee waiver and that
you plan to attend Central spring
quarter. This must be done prior
to.Monday, March 8.
It is your responsibility to see
that this is completed before the
fee deadline date each quarter.
If you do not complete this requirement your registration will
be cancelled.

Applications for summer National Defense Loans will be
available in the Financial Aid
Office between March · 8 and
Mareh 19. This is an earlier date
than was previously announced.
.Please stop at the Financial
Aid Office, Barge 209, between
those dates listed and an application form will be given to you.
A financial aid application form
for a summer National Defense
Loan must be completed and returned to the Financial Aid Office by March 19.
Notification of summer National
Defense Loans will be made during the first week of the spring
quarter. Only limited funds will
be available for summer National Defense Loans so it is vitally
important that you apply during
. the two-week application period.

CHECKS FOR STUDENTS WHO
WII~L NOT BE ON THE
CENTRAL CAMPUS
SPRING QUARTER

This is a notice to all students
who will receive financial aid
spring quarter and who will not
be on the Central Campus to pick
up their financial aid checks.
This notice is also for students
who are student teaching or who
will. be away from the campus
for other official reasons:
Students who plan to receive
a spring quarter check must
leave their name and address
where they would like to have
their check forwarded by March
19. Checks will be mailed to
those students who will be away
from the Central . campus for
official reasons and who are fully
registered for spring quarter on
March 29.

INFORMATION NEEDED
BEFORE SPRING QUARTER
FINANCIAL AID CHECKS
WILL BE ISSUED

All students who will be receiving financial aid during the
spring quarter 1971 are reminded
that the Office of Financial Aid
will have the financial aid checks
available in the hallway outside
Barge 209.
Starting on March 29 students
who are to receive financial aid
checks at that time are reminded
that they must have three items
of information with them.
1) All students must have a

validated· spring quarter SGA
card.
2) Students are required to
have a copy of their winter
quarter grades which must show
the number of hours that were
completed winter quarter.
3) Students must show evidence of the number of hours
they are registered for spring
quarter 1971.
As a reminder to students receiving a National Defense Loan,
they must be registered for a
minimum of 8 hours of credit
for spring quarter. Students who
are rece1vmg an Education
Opportunity Grant must be carrying a minimum of 12 quarter
hour credits for spring quarter.
Degree Applications ,

B.A. Degree applications are
now being accept~d in the Registrar's Office for Spring Quarter
1971 graduation. The deadline for
all applications is April 9.

1·NTER·E.STED
IN AN
OVERSEAS
CAREER?

Financial Aids

The Office of Financial Aid will
have applications available for
summer National Defense loans
from March 8 through March 19.
.This is an earlier date than
previously announced. T.he deadline for filing is March 19.

Registration

The deadline for all registration
fees for Spring Quarter is Monday 5 p.m.
Security Department

--,-=~ -=~
"Just working
on finals Dad.
How's things at home?"
Keep in touch by long
di stance. It's easy and,
a bargain too.

Students have been assigned
by the Security Department to·
patrol certain buildings on campus during evening hours and on
Saturday.

Ellensburg

Telephone
Company

Norman & Sandra Dietz
return to Ellensburg

ROBERT J .. BROWN

SNOW - SNO.W - SNOW
Don'·t worry, let us clea·n
your clothes for you

ED'S DRIVE-IN CLEANERS
Pl~K

UP & DELIVER FREE
SO GIVE US A CALL

3rd & PINE

wi 11 be on the campus

THURSDAY, MARCH 11
to discuss qual ifications for
advanced study at

THUNDERBIRD
GRADUATE SCHOOL
and job opportunitf.es
in the field of

They will be performing
their own plays at

INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT

925-1688
Interviews may be scheduled at
Ecumenical Film Series

''America, Edge of Abundance"
Explores far-reaching economic and social consequences
of the increasingly. automated and computer-oriented
society in the United States as viewed by British telev1s1on. Traces America's growth from an agricultural
base to a manufacturing society and focuses on automation. Shows immense problems of retraining and suggests that leisure will become new busines?. (NET 1965)

Tuesday, March 9 at 8 p.m. - SUB 208

THE PLACEMENT OFFICE
THUNDERBIRD
GRADUATE SCHOOL
OF

INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT
(Formerly: The American Institute
for Foreign Trade)

P. O. Box 191
Phoenix, Arizona 85001
Affiliated with
The American Management Association

Hebeler Auditorium
Saturday, March 13 at 8 p.m.
Norman & Sandra will perform
11
Deus Ex Machinist"
A play about wanting to be gentle in a
violent world and other plays.

Open to all in the campus community.
Sponsored by Ecumenical Campus Ministry '.
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Pl.U gives Central a scare
but Wildcats still number one
by Elliott Grieve
George Bender and Mitch Adams said goodby. Robert Williams
and Rich Hanson said hello. And John Harrell, well, big John took
Ake Palm aside and showed him how its done in Wildcat country.
The combination was enough to make Martin Luther turn over in
his grave:
. It was a fitting ending to Adams', Bender's and Harrell's career.
For Williams and ,Hanson it showed they will be heard from next
year. For Dean Nicholson it was the same winning story.
For the seventh cons.ecutive year, the 'Cat~ won the District One
playoff championship and the jet ride to the NAIA nationals in
Kansas City.
However, this time it wasn't all that easy.
After losing the first game of the best-of-three series Monday night
in Tacpma 70-61, Central bounced back in the friendly confines of
Ellensburg Tuesday to win 81-71.
That set the stage for the do-or-die third game Wednesday.
A turnaway crowd gathered early for the anticipated battle. They
weren't disappointed.
When it was over and the scoreboard read CWSC 62, PLU 59, the
4,190 hearts started beating again.
Nicholson. took tlle microphone and told the happy post-game mob:
"PLU is a great team and they deserve a lot of credit-but this is
Wildcat Country."

Here is the way it went in the three game. series.
Monday PLU 70, CWSC 71.
"!didn't think we could play that bad this late in the season,"
said dejected Nicholson.
Adams was the only Wildcat to play up to par. Palm and Tom
Patnode -scored 21 and 17 points respectively. Palm pulled down 15
boards. LutQeran fans on cloud nine. "Poor Central, Poor Central,
Poor Central," they .chant. Long and quiet ride back to Ellensburg .
Tuesday CWSC 81, PLU 71.
Crowds gathers early. PLU fans bring wooden blocks to make
much noise. Central charges out on the floor. Pavilion explodes _with
noise. 'Cats look ready. CWSC starters introduced. Emotional standing ovation lasts five minutes. Central fC;lllS got to be the greatest.
Hanson scores after only eight seconds. Adams takes rebound
away from Palm. Central leads at ·halftime 43-27 and moves to 25
point advantage in second half. Fans happy, chant: "Poor Lutes,
Poor Lutes, Poor Lutes." Hanson leads scorers with 15 points and
12 rebounds. Palm scores 15 points, Bender does good job. Patnode
·
doesn't score.
Wednesday CWSC 62, PLU 59.
Doors locked early. Sign says, "Pacific Lutheran plays with blocks;
Central plays with basketballs. Wildcats have confident look. PLU
fans start beating wooden blocks together again. Chant: "Let's go
Lutes, Let's go Lutes, Let's go Lutes." What the hell is a Lute?
Adams, Bender, Harris and Harrell, seniors, introduced · for last
time. Response is something else. Game starts;
Next five minutes are perhaps the greatest five minutes of basketball ever played by a Central team. PLU doesn't know what to do.
Adams grabs rebounds and leads fast break. Bender trails. Bender
gets pass and scores. Bender scores again. Central 14, PLU 1.
PLU pecks away. Tie game 28-28 , with two mintues left in the
. first half. Adams and Harris fire in free throws to give locals 34-30
halftime lead.
Cheerle!-iders ask for money for Kansas City. Fans respond. Everybody confident 'Cats will go.
Second half starts. Locals pull in front by eight. PLU fight~ back.
Don't know what word quit means. Move within one point with 1: 20
left in game.
Wildcats stall. Adams directs traffic. Bender· fouled with 33 'seconds
left. Misses free throw but Hanson grabs rebound. Adams fouled
with 16 seconds lefL Makes first . shot but misses -second. Bender
jumps high and tips ball back to Adams. Adams fouled. Misses
both shots but Harris rebounds ;and is fouled. Makes his first but
misses his second. Adams rebounds. Wildcats, win.
Nicholson call, "faculty, students and people or Ellensburg the
greatest," PLU quiet. They played·Jher damnest.
Another season is over. Kansas City starts Monday and the 'Cats
oppenent won't know until Saturday. All the Wildcats' games will
.be broadcast over KXLE radio in Ellensburg.
Their chances - never bet against them.

Men's Liberation.

Congratulates the Wildcats on the
NAIA District I Championship.
HONDA MIGHTY 750
See it and 1971 models at

JOHNSON'S HONDA :2~-3~~"
41

Come down to Goofy's and
list~n to the -Kansas City games~
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CWSC is hosting the Evergreen Conference swimming and
diving championships which
started Thursday, and continues
today and Saturday in Nicholson
pool.
Central will be trying for their
fifth consecutive EvCo titleATheir
main competition is expected to
come from conference newcomers, Southern Oregon and Oregon
College of Education.
Southern Oregon won the
small-college water-polo tournament earlier this year and were
listed tenth in the NAIA in preseason rankings.
"This will be the best EvCo
championship in years," admits
Central's Coach Bob Gregson. "I
think, in 13 of the 18 everits,
there is good possibility of new
Ev Co records being set.''
"There are some great individual swimmers and I expect the
Oregon schools to give us a good
battle," he added.
The Wildcats, who are 12-1 for
the season, have only a onepoint loss to the University of
Puget Sound marring a perfect
record. They are now nationally
ranked ninth in the NAIA.
· The ~cats are led by diver
Loren Fassett, Tacoma junior,
who is undefeated this season in
both the one and three .m eter
diving events.
Mike Smithers, a junior from
Selah, is also undefeated in the
200 breast stroke. He is currently
ranked third nationally in this
e_vent.

These two, plus Dick Stumph,
Tacoma sophomore, in the 200
free, Terry Nielson, Portland,
Ore. junior, in the 100 free, and
Rod Danz, Phoenix, Ariz. junior,
in the 100 fly, are defending
EvCo champions.
Other top individuals in the
meet will be Southern Oregon's
sophomore Ron Larie. Larie
placed in the 100 butterfly ·at the
nationals last year.

The best move is to
take your used books to
Jerrol's - highest prices paid

Western . Washington sends two
swimmers. Tom Ward is a strong
butterfly performer and Rick
Wertman is tough in the individual medley.
From Eastern Washington
comes two sprinters, Tom Tiger
and Keith Semler.
Oregon College's Steve Bryerlein is expected to be the one to ·
beat in the backstroke.
Today the time trials start at
12 noon with the finals slated
for 8 p.m. Saturday the trials
start at 9: 30 a.m. with the
championships at 2 p.m.
Admission is free all three days.

,M IA wrestling

finals Tuesday
The finals for the 1971 Men's
Intramural wrestling will be
held at 4 p.m. Tuesday in Nicholson Pavilion. The matches will
take place in the main gym.

Every body needs in ilk .

FRESH
,..,.o~

A

MILK

40$

we welcome
FOOD STAMP
SHOPPERS

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 4 p.m. ·. 7 p.m ..

WINEGAR'S DAIRY/
'

Just 6 Blocks West
of Nicholson Pavilion

419

w.
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Saturday.

Swimmers host ·Evergreen
championships this weekend

11
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15th

925-1821

EMPLOYMENT
Opportunities are available for those seniors and
graduate students complet_i.ng work i_n:
Administrative .Office Mgmt
(BA)
Business Education
(BA Ed)
Chemistry
(MS)
Geography
(BA)
Hi story
(MA)
Clerical/ Administrative: BA .in any field
Individuals for foreign assignments early
in.their .career. Minimum typing speed: 45 wpm.

U.S. CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
All assignments are in the Washington, S.C. area. Some require
foreign trav,el. Preference is given in the case of male applicants to
those who have fulfilled their military obligation. U.S. citizenship is
required. OBTAIN YOUR APPLICATION FROM THE PLACEMENT
OFFICE, 105 BARGE HALL. MAIL THE APPLICATION TO OUR
OFFICE BY MARCH 22, 1971. ALL QUALIFIED APPLICANTS WILL
BE INTERVIEWED AT AN EARLY DATE.
.

'
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National News 88qt

LIBERTY Theatre-

Black Caucus boycotts Union message
The Black Caucus
from Newsweek
The Black Caucus, as the
House of Representatives's 12
black members call themselves,
has scored a point against a hostile Nixon administration.
The group had asked for a
private meeting with Nixon last
year, but was turned down because his administration feared
"grandstanding" by the caucus.

In retaliation, the group publicly boycotted the President's
State of the Union message.
The caucus has been increas- ·
ingly effective as a voting bloc
on Capitol Hill. Members have
testified against nomination of
Haynesworth and Carswell for
the Supreme Court; some met
with Defense Secretary Laird to
protest discrimination in the
armed forces.
William Clay, a member of

Tovvn 'n gown

Trouble foreseen for levy
by Bob Lutgen
.
editor-in-chief
A special levy of the Ellensburg School District scheduled for
April 6 coufd run into trouble, according to School District officials.
The trouble stems from the number of voters needed to validate
the election. Normally only 1400 voters are needed , but this year over
2000 voters will be needed.
The number of voters that participated in last November's election
is the reason for the necessary increase. Special levy elections require
that 40 percent of the voters who cast ballots in the previous election
must vote. For passage of the measure, 60 percent of the voters must
vote "yes."
According to Superintendent Mar_vin Schroeder, the district is
facing a serious funding dilemma because of the cutbacks proposed
in the Governor's budget. These will reduce the district's state grants
by an estimated $50,000.
Adding to the financial dilemma is inflation. Increased costs for
insurance, salaries and building maintenance will take a big bite out
of the district's funds~
Ellensburg School District, like all others, must continue to rely on
the voters for operational funds.
I would urge voters to consider the levy and then vote for it. As
the old saying goes, "consider both candidates and then vote for
the Democrat."
North campus landscaping
The city council also approved an application requesting additional funds to the Federal Department of Housing and Urban
Development for the city's North Campus Urban Renewal Project.
The application requests $337,000 to complete the North Campus
project. The final stage of the project, landscaping and site development, - has been delayed for several months because the first bids
were $100,000 over the estimate.
The total project cost is expected to run between $500,000 and
$600,000. Included in the project are several malls on the Central
campus, fencing and landscaping.
The project area includes property bordered by Walnut and D
Streets and 10th and 18th Avenues.
A second bid is expected by the end of March and construction will
start in early summer, to be completed by September.

the Caucus, stated that · "our
approach will be very selfish
and very pragmatic, -based on the
premise that we have no permanent friends and no permanent
enemies-just permanent interest.'
Revenue sharing draws fire
from the Yakima Herald Republic
Adding to the Congressional
foes of President Nixon's revenue
sharing proposals are many of
the nation's mayors.
The proposal would eliminate
the numerous separate grants
made to the cities, such as Model .
Cities, Urban Renewal and water
and sewer grants. These grants
would then be given as a lump
sum with "no strings attached."
Opposition to the Nixon proposal by mayors centers on two
points. First, they fear that the
total lump sum would be less
than the total of the separate
grants.
Second, much of the money
would be administered- through
the state governments, that
according to many mayors do
not understand the problems of
urban areas.
Mideast peace hope
Israel is ready to talk about
firm Middle East boundaries without preconditions, UN sources
have reported.
The Arabs demanded that Israel
must withdraw to her pre-Six
Day War boundaries.
The announcement of the Israeli government has come on
the heels of a good forecast for
Mideast peace hopes. Both the
Egyptian President Sadat . and
Prime Minister Meir of Israel
have noted hopeful signs.
In a break with the position
of his predessor, deceased President Nassar, Sadat has agreed to
open the Suez Canal to all ships,
including Israel.

FOR RE·NT
1 Bedroom, Furnished Apartment

New, unused

Married . Couple

WATER BED

Stevens Apartments
2000 N. Walnut
925-2855

$50

Call 962-2509 after 5 p.m.

ST ARTS WEDNESDAY - MARCH 10th

Marlon Brando in "BURN"
PIAhe~d~ti~~s~:~teure "ZACHAR IAH"
The VILLAGE

OP EN 6:30
925-4598
PLAYS Thru TUE.
Showings At 7:00 & 9:00 Each Night
One of Redford's Best

He's mean, rotten, thieving, a womanizer.

You're going to love Big Halsy.

PARAMOUNT PICTURES PRESENTS

...1rMI.

ROBERT REDFORD MICHAEL 1 POU.ARD
liHle Fauss cnl BIG HALSY
Starts March 10th. Plays One Full Week

PLU opera

ELLIOTT GOULD
IN A DAVID L. WOLPER Production

Pacific Lutheran University
presented a full length production
of the opera "Dido and Aeneas,"
Crosswalks for College
this month. Along with a student
The council discussed a letter from Cen'tral's Vice President in
cast, and the PLU choir and
Charge of Business Affairs, Stan Bohne, concerning crosswalks on
symphony orchestra, the opera
streets adjacent to the college.
featured° a performance by the
Bohne requests that the city consider installation of crosswalks in Concert Ballet Group of Tacoma.
10 places at the college. Three of the crosswalks would be on 8th
Lip lock phantom
Avenue at the intersections of Anderson, D and E Streets.
Other suggested crosswalks include five on 14th Avenue at the
The campus police at WSU
intersections of Walnut, Chestnut and D Streets, by the Hogue
are searching for an anonymous
Technology Bu-ilding and the Fine and Applied Arts Building.
·
kisser.
Two other crosswalks are suggested for placement on D Street.
- The kisser was reported to
The city council will review the suggestions and ask Tom Chini,
have roamed through Regents
city engineer, to ·prepare a report on the crosswalks suggested by
Hill Dorm early one morning
Bohne.
kissing sleeping co-eds.

FOR SALE

OP EN 6:45
925-9511
ENDS TUESDAY
Showing at 7:00 & 9:00 Each Night
Sunday Play At 6:00 & 8:00

"I LOVE MY.uWIFE"
A UNIVERSAL PICTURE · TECHNICOLOR·

~<!DI

OPEN 7:00
925-3266
FRI. And SAT. Only
GRAND RE-OPENING - LOTS OF FREE PRIZES

VITAMIN - C SALE
Acerola Chewables reg. $5.98
now $2.99

VALLEY SPECIALITY FOODS
111 w. 6th 925-2505

BRIGITIE BARDOT
ALAIN DELON
JANE FONDA
TERENCE STAMP
PETER FONDA

WEDNESDAY MARCH 10th 1971

THE TAY
Pajama Party, 8:00 p.m. till - - 77
••
15~

when wearing P.J's.

NEXT WE EK • FRI. & SAT., · MARCH 12-13

"DE SADE" "SUCCUBUS"

~'CHASTITY"

Coming Soon: "Yellow Submarine"
"I A Lover" & "Weekend With The Babysitter"

